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ABSTRACT
National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 350—Recommended
Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation of Highway Features—was superseded by
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials Manual for
Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) in 2009. MASH contained revised criteria for safetyperformance evaluation of virtually all roadside safety features. Changes included new design
vehicles and impact conditions that place greater safety performance demands on many types
of roadside safety hardware, including portable concrete barriers.
Temporary work zone devices, including portable barriers, manufactured after
December 31, 2019 must have been successfully tested to the 2016 edition of MASH. Such
devices manufactured on or before this date, and successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 or
the 2009 edition of MASH, may continue to be used throughout their normal service lives.
Thus, an opportunity exists to develop a high-performance portable barrier system that meets
the MASH safety criteria as well as address the deflection, stability, and durability concerns
of most current portable barrier designs. Before developing a new system, there is a need to
review the performance of existing and under-development non-proprietary portable concrete
barrier (PCB) systems.
Under this project, research was performed to (a) synthesize information on the
performance of existing or under-development non-proprietary portable concrete barrier
systems, and (b) propose recommendations for future research needs to improve the
performance of PCB systems. The research approach included collecting relevant literature
and current practices to determine the current state of knowledge of PCB and associated
components and systems, conducting a survey to identify the most commonly used PCB
systems and their desired/needed improvements, outlining perceived advantages and
disadvantages of each PCB system, and proposing recommendations for future research
needs.

viii

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 350—
Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation of Highway Features—was
superseded by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) in 2009. MASH contained
revised criteria for safety-performance evaluation of virtually all roadside safety features.
Changes included new design vehicles and impact conditions that place greater safety
performance demands on many types of roadside safety hardware, including portable concrete
barriers.
Temporary work zone devices, including portable barriers, manufactured after
December 31, 2019 must have been successfully tested to the 2016 edition of MASH. Such
devices manufactured on or before this date, and successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 or
the 2009 edition of MASH, may continue to be used throughout their normal service lives.
Thus, an opportunity exists to develop a high-performance portable barrier system that meets
the MASH safety criteria as well as address the deflection, stability, and durability concerns
of most current portable barrier designs. Before developing a new system, there is a need to
review the performance of existing and under-development non-proprietary portable concrete
barrier (PCB) systems.
Under this project, research was performed to (a) synthesize information on the
performance of existing or under-development non-proprietary portable concrete barrier
systems, and (b) propose recommendations for future research needs to improve the
performance of PCB systems. The research approach included collecting relevant literature
and current practices to determine the current state of knowledge of PCB and associated
components and systems, conducting a survey to identify the most commonly used PCB
systems and their desired/needed improvements, outlining perceived advantages and
disadvantages of each PCB system, and proposing recommendations for future research
needs.
It is known that the impact performance of PCBs is influenced by a number of
variables, which include barrier shape/profile, barrier height, segment length, joint rotation
slack, joint moment capacity, joint tensile strength, and barrier-roadway friction. In order to
identify the most commonly used PCB systems and perceive their needed improvements, a
survey of state departments of transportation (DOTs) was completed. A total of 39 survey
results were received, with a total of 52 collected PCB systems. Below is a summary of the
survey results:
•
•
•
•
•

The F-Shape was found to be the most commonly used PCB profile by state DOTs,
followed by the New-Jersey shape.
The 10-ft segment length is the most utilized by the agencies, followed by the 12.5 ft
and the 20 ft.
The Pin-and-Loops connection is the most popular connection type. The second most
common connection method is JJ-Hooks.
For a temporary application, the survey showed that the most utilized application is
free-standing, followed by staked and bolted anchored systems.
For a permanent application, the survey showed that the two most utilized applications
were free-standing and staked systems.
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•

Among those submitted, a system comprised of anchored F-Shape profile barrier,
12.5 ft long segments, with Pin-and-Loop segment connections were the most
frequently utilized, followed by a free-standing version of the same PCB system.

The agencies were asked to express their satisfaction/dissatisfaction with respect to
specific performance of the utilized PCB systems, and they were offered the opportunity to
provide recommendations/suggestions for future improvements. Contractors and
manufacturers were also contacted to seek information with respect to perceived
advantages/disadvantages of each considered PCB system and their components in terms of
durability, construction and transportability, installation and removal, and inspectability.
Most of the agencies took this opportunity to provide a variety of design and
implementation needs, if given the option to develop a new PCB system. Based on the
information collected through this research study, the research team report the identified
opportunities for improvements through the development of a new PCB system, which could
be considered in a follow-up research and testing study:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low-deflection systems (up to 24 inches or less; without need for anchoring, for
application at specific locations, such as bridge decks).
Lighter barrier design for transportability and implementation at specific locations
(including possibly use of metal rather than concrete barrier design).
Barrier length allowing implementation at tight horizontal curvatures (urban areas,
sharp curves, ramps, and/or mountainous locations).
Consideration for a Test Level (TL) 4 (or even TL-5) compliant system.
Design incorporating drainage features.
Opportunity for attachments on top of the newly developed PCB system (such as antigawk/rubberneck screen).
Non-proprietary crash cushion for barrier ends.

Although a few agencies are supporting certain types of research and testing studies
related to PCB systems (independently or through pooled fund programs), the main objectives
of the funded studies are exploring anchoring options for specific applications, and
investigating segment connection types to reduce system deflections during impacts.
In addition, there seems to be a need to determine service life of PCB systems through
a nationally accepted procedure to guide inspection and propose criteria for retiring/rejecting
a system. Understanding current durability of PCB systems would help to determine how to
plan for maintaining these assets, or to make recommendations for improvements.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
INTRODUCTION
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 350:
Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation of Highway Features
contains guidelines for evaluating the safety performance of roadside features, such as
longitudinal barriers, terminals, crash cushions, and breakaway structures (1). This document
was published in 1993 and was formally adopted as the national standard by the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) later that year with an implementation date for late 1998.
In 1998, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
and FHWA agreed that most types of safety features installed along the National Highway
System (NHS) must meet NCHRP Report 350 safety-performance evaluation criteria.
An update to NCHRP Report 350 was developed under NCHRP Project 22-14(02),
“Improvement of Procedures for the Safety-Performance Evaluation of Roadside Features.”
The resulting document, the Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH), published by
AASHTO, contains revised criteria for safety-performance evaluation of virtually all roadside
safety features (2). For example, MASH recommends testing with heavier light truck vehicles
to better represent the current fleet of vehicles in the pickup/van/sport-utility vehicle class.
Further, MASH increases the impact angle for most small car crash tests to the same angle as
the light truck test conditions. These changes place greater safety-performance demands on
many of the current roadside safety features.
In late 2016, AASHTO published an updated edition of the MASH document (referred
to as “MASH 2016”) (3). Along with this, FHWA and AASHTO have adopted a revised joint
implementation agreement that establishes dates for implementing MASH-compliant safety
hardware for new installations and full replacements on the NHS. Although some barrier
testing was performed during the development of the updated criteria, many barrier systems
and other roadside safety features have yet to be evaluated under MASH criteria. Therefore,
evaluation of the remaining widely used roadside safety features using the safety-performance
evaluation guidelines included in MASH is needed.
Temporary work zone devices, including portable barriers, manufactured after
December 31, 2019 must have been successfully tested to the 2016 edition of MASH. Such
devices manufactured on or before this date, and successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 or
the 2009 edition of MASH, may continue to be used throughout their normal service lives.
Thus, an opportunity exists to develop a high-performance portable barrier system that meets
the MASH safety criteria as well as address the deflection, stability, and durability concerns
of most current portable barrier designs. Before developing a new system, there is a need to
review the performance of existing and under-development non-proprietary PCB systems.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The objectives of this research are to (a) synthesize information on the performance of
existing or under-development non-proprietary portable concrete barrier systems, and (b)
propose recommendations for future research needs to improve the performance of PCB. At a
minimum, the considerations summarized in Figure 1 should be included in the evaluation of
PCB systems.
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Figure 1. Research Objectives.
TASKS
The research approach for the project was comprised of five tasks as described below.
•

•
•

•
•

Task 1: Collect Relevant Literature and Other Information. Review relevant
literature, specifications, ongoing research findings, current practices and other
information canvassing all engineering and material disciplines to determine the
current state of knowledge on portable concrete barriers (PCB), and associated
components and systems. This information shall be assembled from published and
unpublished reports, contacts with academia, transportation agencies, industry
organizations, and other domestic and foreign sources, state DOTs, precast fabricators,
contractors, and others.
Task 2: Conduct Survey. Conduct a survey to (a) identify the most commonly used
PCB systems, and (b) identify needed improvements. The survey shall be reviewed
and approved by NCHRP before distribution.
Task 3: Summarize Results and Provide Recommendations. Summarize the
various PCB systems based on results of Tasks 1 and 2. Outline the perceived
advantages and disadvantages of each PCB system, and address all evaluation criteria.
Propose recommendations for future research needs.
Task 4: Presentation of Research Findings. Present the research findings to the
AASHTO Subcommittee on Bridges and Structures, Technical Committees: T-7
Guardrail and Bridge Rail and AASHTO Technical Committee on Roadside Safety.
Task 5: Final Report. Submit a final report describing the entire research project and
making recommendations for future research needs.
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GENERAL DISCUSSIONS
MASH Implementation Plan
The AASHTO MASH is the latest in a series of documents that provides guidance on
testing and evaluation of roadside safety features. This document was published in 2009 and
represents a comprehensive update to crash test and evaluation procedures to reflect changes
in the vehicle fleet, operating conditions, and roadside safety knowledge and technology. It
superseded NCHRP Report 350, Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance
Evaluation of Highway Features.
The AASHTO Technical Committee on Roadside Safety and FHWA have adopted a
new MASH implementation plan that has compliance dates for installing MASH hardware
that differ by hardware category (Figure 2).
Temporary work zone devices, including portable barriers, manufactured after
December 31, 2019 must have been successfully tested to the 2016 edition of MASH. Such
devices manufactured on or before this date, and successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 or
the 2009 edition of MASH, may continue to be used throughout their normal service lives.
MASH recommends tests to evaluate longitudinal barrier for six test levels. These guidelines
are applicable to both permanent and temporary barriers used in work or construction zones.
However, except under very unusual conditions, a temporary barrier would not normally be
designed for impact conditions greater than Test Level 3 (TL-3).

Figure 2. MASH Implementation Deadlines for Roadside Safety Devices.
According to MASH, two tests are recommended to evaluate longitudinal barriers to
TL-3 as described below:
•
•

MASH Test Designation 3-10: 2240 lb vehicle impacting the length of need section at
a speed of 62 mi/h and an angle of 25 degrees.
MASH Test Designation 3-11: 5000 lb pickup truck impacting the length of need
section at a speed of 62 mi/h and an angle of 25 degrees.

Due to higher impact energy, Test 3-11 results in greater lateral deflection and helps
evaluate connection strength and the tendency of the barriers to rotate. Test 3-10 is needed to
evaluate occupant risk and potential for vehicle snagging and occupant compartment
intrusion.
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NCHRP Report 350 to MASH: Major Changes and Implications
MASH was developed to incorporate significant changes and additions to the
procedures for the safety performance of roadside safety hardware, including new design
vehicles that better reflect the changing character of vehicles using the highway network. For
example, MASH increased the weight of the pickup truck design test vehicle from 4409 lb to
5000 lb, changed the body style from a ¾ ton, standard cab to a ½-ton, 4-door, and imposes a
minimum height for the vertical center of gravity of 28 inches. The increase in vehicle mass
represents an increase in impact severity of approximately 13 percent with respect to the
impact conditions of NCHRP Report 350. The increased impact severity may, therefore, result
in increased impact forces and larger lateral barrier deflections compared to NCHRP Report
350 impact conditions.
The impact conditions for the small car test have also changed. The weight of the
small passenger design test vehicle increased from 1800 lb to 2420 lb, and the impact angle
increased from 20 degrees to 25 degrees. These changes represent an increase in impact
severity of 206 percent for Test 3-10 with the small car design test vehicle with respect to the
impact conditions of NCHRP Report 350. This increase in impact severity might result in
increased vehicle deformation and could possibly aggravate vehicle stability during impacts
with certain types of barriers.
Similar to NCHRP Report 350, MASH defines six test levels for longitudinal barriers
(which include portable concrete barriers). Each test level places an increasing level of
demand on the structural capacity of a barrier system. At a minimum, all barriers on highspeed roadways on the NHS are required to meet TL-3 requirements. The structural adequacy
test for this test level consists of a 5000-lb pickup truck (denoted 2270P) impacting the barrier
at a speed of 62 mph and an angle of 25 degrees. The severity test consists of a 2420-lb
passenger car (denoted 1100C) impacting the barrier at the same speed and angle.
Some of the main differences between the testing and evaluation criteria contained in
NCHRP Report 350 and MASH are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Main Changes from NCHRP Report 350 to MASH Standards.
NCHRP 350

MASH

Small car test vehicle

820C (1800 lb)

1100C (2420 lb)

Light truck test vehicle

2000P (4400 lb)

2270P (5000 lb)

Single truck unit

8000S (17,600 lb)

10,000S (22,000 lb)

Small car impact angle

20°

25°

Impact speed for the single-unit truck

80 km/h (50 mi/h)

90 km/h (56 mi/h)

20°

25°

15°

5-15°

No mention

Added to TMA crash
test matrix

Support structure and work zone traffic
control device testing

Only small car tested

Small car and light
truck tested

Windshield damage criteria

Subjective/Qualitative

Objective/Quantitative

Vehicle rebound in crash cushion tests

None

Required

Head-on test for mid-size vehicles
Test of support structures and work zone
traffic control
Longitudinal Channelizers

None

Added

No pick-up trucks

Pick-up trucks included

Not included

Included

Data on airbag deployment and event
data recorded

Not collected and
considered

Considered

Critical Impact Point

Controlled by post
dynamic yield force
per barrier unit length

For small cars, defined
as where terminal
behavior changes from
redirection to gating.

Soil surface specifications

Material based

Both material and
performance based

Length-of-need testing of terminals and
crash cushions (to match that for
longitudinal barriers)
Gating terminals and crash cushion
impact angle
Variable message signs and arrow board
trailers
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
PORTABLE CONCRETE BARRIERS
Introduction
PCBs are the most widely used type of work zone barrier although other types of barriers
are available (e.g., steel). PCBs are free-standing, precast, concrete segments that are connected
to one another through external connections. Per FHWA definition, a portable barrier is “a
barrier that is intended to be moved to a new location at a future time. A barrier that is
temporarily attached to the roadway would be considered portable if the eventual plan is to move
it to a new location.” Temporary work zone devices, including portable barriers, manufactured
after December 31, 2019 must have been successfully tested to the 2016 edition of MASH. Such
devices manufactured on or before this date, and successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 or
the 2009 edition of MASH, may continue to be used throughout their normal service lives.
Thus, an opportunity exists to develop a high-performance portable barrier system that
meets the MASH safety criteria as well as address the deflection, stability, and durability
concerns of most current portable barrier designs. Before developing a new system, there is a
need to review the performance of existing and under-development non-proprietary PCBs.
The impact performance of PCBs is influenced by a number of variables, which include
barrier shape/profile, barrier height, segment length, joint rotation slack, joint moment capacity,
joint tensile strength, and barrier-roadway friction. Beginning in October 2002, FHWA required
that new temporary barriers used in construction projects meet the impact performance
guidelines for temporary barriers contained in NCHRP Report 350. For high-speed roadways, the
basic strength test (Test 3-11) in NCHRP Report 350 involved a 4400-lb pickup truck impacting
the barrier at a speed of 62 mi/h and an angle of 25 degrees. Many types of PCB connections
have been successfully crash tested under these conditions and accepted for use by FHWA.
FHWA maintains a list of eligibility letters issued on successfully crash-tested portable
concrete barriers on its website at
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/roadway_dept/policy_guide/road_hardware/listing.cfm. This list is not
necessarily all inclusive as some state DOTs may not submit information on their generic
barrier(s) for formal review.
A MASH tested hardware database was developed by the Texas A&M Transportation
Institute (TTI) research team through a previous effort supported by the Roadside Safety Pooled
Fund: https://www.roadsidepooledfund.org/mash-implementation/search/. This database is
considered a live document and TTI research team constantly updates it based on the most recent
MASH tested devices and the recently issued eligibility letters by FHWA. It includes PCB
systems which (a) received a MASH FHWA eligibility letter, (b) were successfully tested
according to MASH, but never submitted to request an FHWA eligibility letter, and (c) were
tested and performed unacceptably according to MASH.
Factors Influencing Vehicle Instability
The profile of the barrier effects vehicle stability during impact. The New Jersey barrier
was developed by the New Jersey State Highway Department in the 1950s (4). The state
highway department observed the accident results of its barrier installations, and evolved the
shape of the barrier (5). The break-point between the 55-degree and 84-degree slope is 13 inches
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above the pavement, including the 3-inch vertical reveal (Figure 3a). This barrier design is
intended to minimize sheet metal damage by allowing the vehicle tires to ride up on the lower
sloped face in the shallow-angle impacts. However, it was observed that the sloped toe of the
New Jersey shaped barrier could impart significant vehicle climb and roll under higher speeds
and angles.

(a) New Jersey

(b) F-Shape
(c) Single Slope
Figure 3. Barrier Profiles.

(d) Low-Profile

During the 1970s, FHWA set out to design a new concrete safety barrier shape that would
perform the same functions as the New Jersey barrier, but would have a lower incidence of
vehicle rollovers. A parametric study was performed through computer simulations of barrier
profiles labeled A through F (6). From full-scale crash tests, the F was found to have the lowest
potential for small cars to rollover upon impact. These results showed that F performed distinctly
better than the New Jersey-shape. Thus, configuration F became known as the F-Shape. As
Figure 3b shows, the F‐shape has the same basic geometry as the New Jersey barrier, but the
break-point between the lower and upper slopes is 10-inch above the pavement. This
modification results in less vehicle climb in severe impacts and improved post-crash trajectories.
The 7.5-inch horizontal distance from the toe of the F-Shape to its top corner also reduces the
roll angle of impacting trucks and other vehicles with high centers-of-gravity (7).
Though the New Jersey and F-Shape barrier shapes gained widespread acceptance, there
were practical disadvantages with their use, such as the fact that they do not accommodate any
road re-surfacing without substantially changing the height and shape of the barriers, which
would make both barriers performance unsatisfactory as the pavement overlay increases.
Thus, TTI and Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation developed
a new profile of concrete barrier with a Single Slope face (8) (Figure 3c). Computer simulation
data showed that a Single Slope barrier with a 10.8-degree barrier face angle resulted in an
overall barrier-vehicle interaction that is reasonably similar to that achieved with the New Jersey
barrier. Full-scale crash tests demonstrated that the Single Slope concrete barrier performed
acceptably according to NCHRP Report 230 criteria, for both temporary and permanent
configurations.
Though the 32-inch concrete longitudinal barriers are widely used, there could be a sightdistance problem associated with these barriers, especially in certain combinations of work zone
locations with horizontal and vertical curvature. Drivers’ eyesight can be obstructed by the
barriers. Thus, cross-traffic had to pull out into mainstream traffic before making eye contact
with mainstream vehicles. This was particularly a problem in work zones at night because the
height of the barrier can be higher than the headlights. To solve the sight-distance problem while
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protecting the errant vehicles, researchers at TTI originally developed a 20-inch tall Low-Profile
portable concrete barrier for use in low-speed work zones in the early 1990s (9).
The 20-inch tall Low-Profile barrier was designed with a negative 1:20 vertical slope
which reduces the vertical displacement of the vehicle on the impact side (Figure 3d). The
system is designed with 20-ft Low-Profile segments allowing the system to tolerate both vertical
and horizontal roadway curves, within 4 degrees. Full-scale crash tests demonstrated that the
Low-Profile barrier is capable of redirecting a reasonable range of vehicles impacting with
speeds of 45 mi/h. The 20-inch Low-Profile PCB was accepted for TL-2 application, although
barrier modifications were applied by TTI researchers to allow use of the system at high speed
locations (10). TTI researchers are currently working on a research study to develop a LowProfile barrier for TL-3 applications. The project is currently under testing phase.
A summary of the PCB barrier profiles is reported in Figure 4. The barrier profile,
however, is not the only factor affecting vehicle stability during impact. In fact, when the barrier
lateral movement is restricted by anchoring the system, the barriers tend to rotate under vehicle
impact loads, providing a ramping effect to the vehicle. With the New Jersey profile known to
result in higher vehicle climb compared to other shapes, this barrier system under anchoring
conditions becomes more critical due to its tendency to induce higher vehicle climb.

Figure 4. Barrier Profile Summary.
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The design of the joint connection also plays a critical role in the impact performance of
PCB systems. The joint design influences the magnitude of lateral barrier deflection and degree
of barrier rotation during a vehicular impact. A joint with inadequate strength and/or stiffness
can induce vehicle instability, result in failure of the connection and penetration of the vehicle
through the barrier, and/or produce greater than desired deflection.
Factors Influencing System Deflections
Length of the barrier segments has an effect on the lateral deflection of the system.
Smaller segment length results in a larger system deflection when compared to longer segment
length. This is due to the fact that for a fixed installation length, a system with smaller barrier
segments results in greater number of barrier-to-barrier connections, which increases the overall
deflection due to rotations at additional connections.
As already reported above, the joint design influences the magnitude of lateral barrier
deflection and degree of barrier rotation during a vehicular impact. The majority of PCB designs
currently in use utilize some form of pin-and-loop connection (Figure 5a). While this type of
connection provides positive barrier tensile capacity, the design deflections associated with these
connections can be quite large. Various pin-and-loop barriers tested at TTI under NCHRP Report
350, which had segment lengths ranging from 10 ft to 20 ft, had deflections ranging from 4 ft to
6 ft.

(a) Pin-and-Loop

(b) X-Bolt

Figure 5. Barrier Segments Joint Connection Types.
An efficient way to reduce barrier deflection is through the use of a strong, tight, moment
connection between segments. During impact, any deformation of the connection components,
slack in the connection, or damage to the concrete segments will result in increased dynamic
deflection. A strong, tight connection that minimizes construction slack and component
deformation during impact will effectively decrease deflection. Practical tolerances must be
maintained in the connection to provide reasonable construction tolerance in the field and the
ability to accommodate vertical and horizontal curvature.
It is notable that the tight moment connection provided by the X-bolt design results in the
lowest design deflection of any free-standing, unrestrained, PCB system (Figure 5b). In NCHRP
Report 350 Test 3-11 (4400-lb pickup truck, impact at 62 mi/h and 25 degrees) with 30-ft long FShape barrier segments, the maximum dynamic deflection was 19 inches. In a subsequent test of
an F-Shape X-bolt barrier with 10-ft long segments under MASH Test 3-11 conditions (5000-lb
pickup, impact at 62 mi/h and 25 degrees), the maximum barrier deflection was 27 inches. The
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tolerance in the X-bolt connection assists with placement of the barrier on horizontal and vertical
curves. Field experimentation determined that the relative angle that can be achieved between
barrier segments with the current X-bolt connection is 4 degrees.
The X-bolt barrier system was originally designed by TTI researchers for the Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT). It utilizes two threaded rods/bolts to form the
connection. The bolts are placed in different horizontal planes in the barrier at a prescribed angle
with respect to the longitudinal axis of the barrier. The bolts pass through guide pipes cast into
the ends of the barrier segments. The bolts exit one barrier segment and enter the adjacent barrier
segment at the vertical centerline of the barrier section. In plan view, the two connection
rods/bolts form an “X” across the joint between adjacent barrier segments. The guide pipes
through which the cross bolts pass are oversized to provide connection tolerance for barrier
fabrication, installation, and placement on horizontal and vertical curves. The size, strength,
vertical location, and spacing of the connection bolts were determined through engineering
analysis and parametric finite element simulations.
Anchorage Systems
There are various methods utilized by the DOTs to restrain the PCB segments to the
pavement (drop-pins, wedge anchors, stacks, bolts) (Figure 6). In addition, there are many
variations between the existing designs in use by the states, which notably could include the
number of pins within one barrier segment, the pin angles, and the bolt type or wedge anchors
utilized.

(a) Angled Drop-pin
(Traffic on Left Side of
Barrier)

(b) Bolt (Traffic on Right Side of Barrier)

(c) Stake (Traffic on
(d) Wedge Anchor (Traffic on Left Side of
Right Side of Barrier)
Barrier)
Figure 6. Anchorage Systems Types.
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From a previous unsuccessful pinned PCB crash testing experience, TTI observed that
once the barriers started to roll, the drop-pins pulled out of the concrete pavement without
significant resistance (Figure 7) (11). Reducing the drop-pin angle relative to the ground was
expected to offer more resistance to the drop-pin pullout. TTI researchers conducted research
computer simulations which demonstrated how the reduction in the angle of the drop-pins helped
restrain barrier-roll and prevented the lifting of the barriers. By reducing the drop-pin angle
relative to the ground to an optimum value, the anchorage system was able to better resist the
barrier rotation under vehicle impact. Results were confirmed through a successfully conducted
crash test on the modified pinned test. Rebar details of the PCB barrier at the location of the
anchoring pin are also very important (11). There is a need to ensure that at least one longitudinal
rebar passes below the drop-pins to provide an opportunity for the drop-pin cap to catch onto the
rebar in case of significant concrete failure around the pin.

Figure 7. Concrete Failure around the Drop-Pin at the Joint of Impact.
As mentioned above, practical tolerances must be maintained in the connection to
provide reasonable construction tolerance in the field and the ability to accommodate vertical
and horizontal curvature. If a temporary barrier is designed specifically for bridge applications,
however, the range of curvature that needs to be accommodated is significantly less than for
roadway applications.
Transportability and Installation
PCBs provide numerous advantages to end users, but the difficult transport of these
barriers might become a disadvantage. The large weight of the PCBs causes their transport and
handling to be inefficient and costly. Ideally, each truckload of PCBs would bring a large amount
to the jobsite. However, their weight prevents more than approximately 90 ft of barrier per
truckload. This causes projects to need several truckloads to achieve the desired protected length.
The weight of a PCB ranges from 4800 lb to over 20,000 lb depending upon its length and crosssectional shape.
In addition to the weight of the PCBs, their size is also a consideration when discussing
mobility. The available length and width to place freight on a trailer is approximately 40 ft and
7½ ft, respectively. The typical width of a PCB is approximately 24 inches, which allows three to
fit along the width of a trailer. Figure 8 shows the approximate weights of PCBs given common
section lengths and the varying amounts that a typical tractor-trailer could haul in one load, given
consideration of weight, width, and common lengths of the PCBs.
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Another consideration with the transportation of PCBs is the ability to move the PCBs
from the tractor-trailer to the proper location. Typical forklifts can lift between 2500 and 5000 lb,
which is not enough to lift most PCBs. Therefore, more robust construction equipment is needed
to move the PCBs. While larger projects and contractors may not find this to be an issue, it has
the possibility of requiring equipment that may not be readily available.

Number of Barriers Carried by Tractor-Trailer

Approximate Weight of Barriers (lbs)

Shapes
F-Shape
Single
Slope
Jersey
Shape
Low
Profile
(TL-2)

10
4800

Lengths (ft)
12.5
20
6000
9650

30
14500

6800

8500

13600

20400

4750

5950

9500

14300

5100

6500

10750

16350

Shapes
F-Shape
Single
Slope
Jersey
Shape
Low
Profile
(TL-2)

10
9

Lengths (ft)
12.5
20
7
4

30
3

6

5

3

2

9

7

4

3

8

6

4

2

(a) Approximate Weights of Portable Concrete
(b) Amount of Portable Concrete Barriers
Barriers for Given Section Lengths
Carried by a Tractor-Trailer
Figure 8. Transport Considerations for PCBs.
Notably, the X-bolt barrier is also very easy to install and inspect. Unlike most other
barrier systems, the X-bolt barrier segments can be placed vertically or horizontally. The bolts
easily slide across the joint through the guide pipes and have no specific tightening requirements
(hand tight is sufficient). Many pin-and-loop systems require use of cutting torches to cut
deformed components of the connection before system can be disassembled after an impact. The
cross bolts can be readily removed and replaced if damaged (e.g., bent) during an impact with
assistance of a torque wrench.
Durability
PCBs are stored in stock yards and are frequently transported to and from the work zones.
These barriers can sustain damage during transit, as well as during storage. The investigation of
PCB durability at these different stages of their use would relate to the opportunity to reduce
repair and maintenance needs and associated costs.
Currently, there is no guidance to determine life expectancy for PCBs. This lack of
research defining the type and the extent of barrier damage that would constitute replacement of
the segment leave the DOTs to make a judgment call on whether repairing or replacing segments
without sufficient information, which could lead to unsafe barriers being placed in work zones.
SPECIAL CASES
MASH TL-4 PCB
TTI developed and tested a Single Slope PCB system per MASH TL-4 standard in both
unrestrained and restrained conditions (12, 13). Sheikh et al. (12) tested a 42-inch free-standing
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Single Slope concrete barrier (SSCB) with X-Bolt connections per MASH Test 4-12. This test
involves a 10000S single unit truck impacting the barrier at a target impact speed and angle of 56
mi/h and 15 degrees, respectively. The free-standing SSCB with cross-bolt connection
successfully contained and redirected the single unit truck. The barrier performed acceptably for
MASH Test 4-12. The maximum dynamic and permanent barrier deflections were each 33.0
inches. In addition to the TL-4 crash test, researchers performed a detailed finite element analysis
to determine the expected lateral deflection of the barrier under MASH Test 4-11 conditions,
which involve impacting the barrier with a 2270P pickup truck vehicle with a target impact
speed and angle of 62 mi/h and 25 degrees, respectively. The maximum lateral barrier deflection
for the pickup truck impact was estimated to be in the range of 12.5 inches to 16.8 inches.
Williams et al. (13) designed and tested a SSCB system with X-Bolts connections, for
applications on bridge decks. The restraint system consisted of vertical 1-inch diameter dowel
bars that inserted into a slot running along the bottom of the barrier segments. The dowels
anchored to a 7.0-inch thick deck. This system was evaluated per MASH Test 4-12. The safetyshape concrete barrier restrained on concrete deck contained and redirected the 10000S vehicle.
The vehicle did not penetrate, underride, or override the installation. Maximum dynamic
deflection during the test was 7.1 inches. The restrained safety-shape concrete barrier on
concrete deck performed acceptably for MASH Test 4-12. The new restrained barrier system is
recommended for implementation on new or existing retrofit projects.
This new barrier system minimizes system deflection, allowing placement of the barrier
system as close to the edge of the deck system. This barrier can be used in temporary and
permanent applications. Figure 9 shows the illustration of the MASH TL-4 Single Slope PCB.

Figure 9. Details of the MASH TL-4 42-Inch Tall Restrained Safety-Shape Concrete
Barrier on Concrete Bridge Deck (13).
MASH TL-3 Low-Profile PCB
Low-Profile PCBs are usually used in certain work zone areas, where the conventional
32-inch tall concrete longitudinal barriers may cause sight-distance problems. A new free-
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standing Low-Profile PCB was designed and crash tested according to MASH TL-3
requirements by TTI researchers (14). This barrier is 26-inch tall, with a T-shape profile, and
each segment is 30-ft long (Figure 10). Adjacent barrier segments are connected with two 26inch long, ⅞-inch diameter B7 threaded rods, along with plate washers, SAE hardened washers,
and Grade 5 hex nuts. The barrier segments are 15 inches wide at bottom and 25 inches wide at
top.
MASH Test 3-10 and Test 3-11 were conducted to evaluate the 26-inch tall T-Shaped
Low-Profile PCB. Both tests showed acceptable results according to the MASH TL-3 criteria. In
the MASH Test 3-11, the freestanding barrier systems experienced a 25-inch maximum dynamic
deflection, while the vehicle had a maximum roll angle of 40 degrees.

Figure 10. 26-Inch Tall MASH TL-3 Free-Standing Low-Profile PCB (14).
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CHAPTER 3. MASH TESTS 3-11 AND 4-12 PERFORMANCE OF NONPROPRIETARY PCB SYSTEMS
A few PCB systems have been tested and evaluated according to the MASH Test 3-11
standard, which requires a pickup truck vehicle impacting the barrier system at the nominal
impact conditions of 62.2 mph and 25 degrees orientation angle. This test is required to
determine the structural adequacy of the barrier system when impacted by passenger cars, as
well as to determine the post-impact vehicle stability and behavior.
Table 2 summarizes non-proprietary anchored PCB systems evaluated per MASH
Tests 3-11 and 4-12 criteria. All these systems are F-Shape concrete barrier profiles; however,
they differ with respect to segment length, segment connections, and anchoring systems. From
the MASH tests results, it appears that all these systems had comparable vehicle post-impact
stability, in terms of vehicle roll angle. Although these systems had barrier segment lengths
ranging from 10 to 30 ft, different segment connections (JJ-Hook and Pin-and-Loop), and
different anchoring systems (wedge anchors and pinning to concrete/asphalt), the barrier
systems deflections were relatively comparable. For example, the maximum dynamic
deflections were contained between 12 and 25 inches. A MASH Test 4-12 was conducted on
a restrained Single Slope PCB system on bridge deck. The restraint system consisted of
vertical dowel bars that inserted into a slot running along the bottom of the barrier segments.
The barrier segments were connected by X-Bolt connections. MASH Test 4-12 requires a
single unit truck (SUT) vehicle impacting the barrier system at the nominal impact conditions
of 56 mph and 15 degrees orientation angle. This test is required by MASH standards to
determine the structural adequacy of the barrier system when impacted by heavier trucks, as
well as to determine the ability of the barrier to contain the impacting vehicle. The PCB
system successfully contained and redirected the impacted SUT. Maximum vehicle roll angle
was 19 degrees. Maximum dynamic deflection was only 7 inches.
Table 3 summarizes non-proprietary free-standing PCB systems evaluated per MASH
Tests 3-11 and 4-12 criteria. Most of these systems are F-Shape concrete barrier profiles,
however they differ with respect to segment length and segment connections. From the
MASH tests results, it appears that those systems which utilize a Pin-and-Loop segment
connections undergo larger dynamic and permanent system displacement upon vehicular
impact (59 inches or greater). System deflections are limited to a certain extend when some
type of stiffening mechanism is utilized to connect the system segments. For example, when
beam stiffener options are added to the system, the barrier dynamic deflection dropped to
roughly 41 inches. The X-Bolts segment connections appear to considerably limit the system
deflections under the same impact conditions. That is the case of the 10-ft segment long
TxDOT Single Slope system which was tested under the NCHRP Report 350 update’s impact
conditions and underwent only 27 inches of both dynamic and permanent deflections. A
MASH Test 4-12 was conducted on a free-standing Single Slope PCB system with X-Bolt
segment connections. The PCB system successfully contained and redirected the impacted
SUT. Maximum vehicle roll angle was 15 degrees. Maximum barrier deflections were
33 inches.
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18

SSCB on
Concrete
Deck
(Test Level
4)

F-Shape
PCB
(Roadside
Safety
Pooled
Fund
Group)

X-Bolts

Pin-and-Loop

12 ft-6 inch

30 ft

Pin-and-Loop

JJ-Hook

12 ft-6 inch

30 ft

JJ-Hook

10 ft

TxDOT 32inch
F-Shape
with
JJ-Hook
Connections

JJ-Hook

10 ft

Segment
Connections

Indiana
Anchored
F-Shape
PCB

Photo

Segment
Length

System
Name

26

9” long wedge
anchored Studs
7” long wedge
anchored Studs

Restrained on
concrete deck
with vertical
rods

Pinned to asphalt

Pinned to
concrete

19

17

12

17

18

Anchoring
System

Pinned

Max Roll
Angle
(deg)

1.5

17.0

9.0

12.0

4.5

11.9

Permanent

7.1

17.8

22.1

24.6

13.3

11.9

Dynamic

58.7

29.9

30.7

42.5

30.1

28.1

Working
Width

System Deflections (inches)

Table 2. Non-Proprietary Systems Tested per MASH Tests 3-11 and 4-12 Criteria—PCB Anchored Systems.

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass
(B258)

Pass
(B258)

Test
Result
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F-Shape
PCB
((Roadside
Safety
Pooled
Fund
Group)
F-Shape
PCB
(Midwest
Roadside
Safety
Facility

TxDOT
PCB with
CrossBolts (XBolts)

New York
State PCB

System
Name

Free-standing

Free-standing

Pin-andLoop

12 ft-6 inch

Free-standing

Pin-andLoop

X-Bolts

12 ft-6 inch

10 ft

Connection
Key

20 ft (Modified box
beam stiffener;
adjacent to vertical
drop off)

25

32

30

18.2

12.4

Free-Standing
with both
ends
anchored

Connection
Key

20 ft (Unstiffened)

Anchoring
System

10.5

Segment
Connections

Connection
Key

Photo

20 ft (Stiffened)

Segment Length

Max
Roll
Angle
(deg)

73.0

61.5

27.0

26.0

39.5

26.0

Permanent

79.6

63.4

27.0

30.9

40.3

27.6

Dynamic

102.2

87.5

19.7

51.3

64.2

51.6

Working
Width

System Deflections (inches)
Test
Result

Pass
(B215)

Pass

Pass

Pass
(B239)

Table 3. Non-Proprietary Systems Tested per MASH Tests 3-11 and 4-12 Criteria—PCB Free-Standing Systems.
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10 ft

12 ft-6 inch

30 ft

WsDOT
PCB with
Drainage
Slots

TxDOT
SSCB
(MASH
Test 4-12)

12 ft-6 inch
(with beam
stiffener –
Design 2)

12 ft-6 inch
(with beam
stiffener –
Design 1)

Segment
Length

Retrofit
TL-3 FShape PCB
(MassDOT)

Retrofit,
LowDeflection
PCB

System
Name
Photo

X-Bolts

Pin-andLoop

Pin-andLoop

Pin-andLoop

Pin-andLoop

Segment
Connections

Freestanding

Freestanding

Freestanding

Freestanding

Freestanding

Anchoring
System

15

931

25

15

22.5

Max
Roll
Angle
(deg)

33.0

58.8

59.0

39.5

41.5

Permanent

33.0

58.8

59.0

40.7

43.0

Dynamic

47.0

61.2

81.4

51.9

55.1

Working
Width

System Deflections (inches)

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass
(B255a)

Pass
(B255)

Test
Result

Table 3. Non-Proprietary Systems Tested per MASH Tests 3-11 and 4-12 Criteria—PCB Free-Standing Systems (Continued).

CHAPTER 4. SURVEY OF STATE PRACTICE
INTRODUCTION
In order to identify the most commonly used PCB systems and their perceived needed
improvements, a survey of state DOTs was completed as part of this project. The survey
asked the type and frequency of use of non-proprietary domestic PCB systems in each state.
Additionally, for each of the PCB systems, connection type, application type, anchorage
system type, performance, related systems (end treatment/transition) were also asked in the
survey. A copy of the survey instrument is provided in Appendix A. Note the survey was
designed to incorporate a logic to redirect the respondents to different survey portions based
on the offered responses.
The survey was administered online using Qualtrics and was sent to all state DOTs
(with the addition of Ontario, Canada). The survey was distributed via email. A total of 40
states responded. West Virginia DOT, however, commented that is currently not using a
portable concrete barrier system. Consequently, 39 survey results were received. Since the
DOT might have included multiple PCB systems currently used in their state, a total of 52
PCB systems were collected.
It should be noted that since the survey employed logic which redirected respondents
to specific questions based on certain responses, the total responses to specific questions may
not be equal to the number of participants in the survey. Conversely, some questions allowed
for multiple selections to be made, resulting in a greater number of total responses than the
number of participants in the survey. Table 4 summarizes the respondent states and number of
PCB systems provided.
Table 4. Respondent States and Provided Number of PCB Systems.
Alabama (1)
California (1)
Idaho (3)
Kansas (1)
Massachusetts (1)
Montana (1)
New York (2)
Oklahoma (1)
Tennessee (2)
Washington (1)

Alaska (1)
Colorado (1)
Illinois (1)
Kentucky (1)
Michigan (1)
Nebraska (1)
North Carolina (1)
Ontario (4)
Texas (3)
West Virginia (0)

Arizona (2)
Florida (1)
Indiana (1)
Louisiana (1)
Minnesota (1)
New Jersey (1)
North Dakota (1)
Pennsylvania (1)
Utah (2)
Wisconsin (1)

Arkansas (1)
Georgia (1)
Iowa(1)
Maine (1)
Missouri (1)
New Mexico (1)
Ohio (2)
South Dakota (1)
Virginia (1)
Wyoming (2)

GENERAL INFORMATION
PCB Profiles
The state DOTs were asked what profile shapes of the submitted PCBs were used by
their agencies. The choices of F-Shape, New-Jersey shape, Single Slope and “Other” were
given in the online survey. A text box was provided so that the respondents could describe the
profile shape if they choose “Other.” The results are shown in Figure 11. The F-Shape PCB
was found to be most commonly used by state DOTs (25 systems), followed by the New-
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Jersey shape PCB (23 systems). Only two Single Slope PCBs were provided. Idaho submitted
a modified New Jersey shape PCB. The distance from the bottom of the PCB to the first angle
is 4 inches instead of 3 inches (Figure 12). Texas is also using a TL-2 20-inch tall Low-Profile
PCB (Figure 13).

Figure 11. Number of Usage—Profile Shapes.

Figure 12. Idaho Modified New Jersey PCB.

Figure 13. Texas 20-Inch Low-Profile PCB.
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PCB Segment Length
The state DOTs were asked about the length of PCB segments most commonly
employed within their state. The available segment lengths vary from 8 ft to 30 ft. The 10-ft
segment length was the most utilized by the agencies (15 systems), followed by the 12.5 ft (13
systems) and the 20 ft (11 systems). Ontario PCB systems were categorized as “Other” since
they are using different measurement units. Four (4) m (13-ft 1.5-inch) and 9 m (29 ft-6 inch)
are the most commonly used segment length in Ontario, Canada. Figure 14 summarizes the
results.

Figure 14. Number of Usage—Segment Lengths.
PCB Segment Connection Type
The state DOTs were asked about the most commonly employed connection method
of their PCB segments. Note some PCB systems can have multiple connection types, so the
number of connection usage maybe different from the number of PCB systems. The Pin-andLoops connection is the most popular connection type (39 PCB systems can be connected by
this method). The second most common connection method was JJ-Hooks (seven systems)
(Please note that JJ-Hooks are generally proprietary systems). Three systems were using
X-Bolt connection and only one submitted system was using connection plates. The results
are summarized in Figure 15.
Other connection types include: Doweled and Grouted (Arizona DOT), Connection
Key (Figure 16, from New Jersey DOT), Type T connection (Ontario DOT), Beam Stiffener
(Figure 17, from New York DOT), and connection rods (Texas DOT).
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Figure 15. Number of Usage—Segment Connection Types.

Figure 16. Connection Key.

Figure 17. Beam Stiffener.
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PCB Application and Anchorage Type
PCBs are usually used as temporary applications in work zones. Some states employ
their PCBs as permanent shields. In addition, some PCBs can be used as both applications. As
mentioned in the previous chapters, common anchorage types include pinned, bolted, staked
(vertical pinned), embedded, and free standing.
Figure 18 shows the anchorage type usage for temporary PCBs. Figure 19 shows the
anchorage type usage for permanent PCBs.

Figure 18. Number of Usage—Anchorage Type (Temporary Application).

Figure 19. Number of Usage—Anchorage Type (Permanent Application).
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, and Oklahoma DOT were using tie-down strap anchor as
an option for their temporary PCBs (Figure 20, from Minnesota DOT).
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Figure 20. Tie Down Strap Anchor.
Arizona DOT embedded its F-Shape PCB with backfilled material behind the barrier,
and utilizes it as permanent application (Figure 21).

Figure 21. Embedded PCB with Backfill.
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Pavement Type
PCBs can be installed on concrete pavement, asphalt pavement and other type of
pavements (e.g., soil). Figure 22 summarizes the pavement types that the submitted PCB
systems can be installed by the state DOTs.

Figure 22. Number of Usage—Pavement Type.
FREQUENCY OF USAGE
In addition to verifying the types of PCB systems currently in use, the survey also
requested relative frequency of use for each system type. Because actual inventory data of
PCB systems is not typically available, this was accomplished using the following categories:
rarely (1–25 percent); somewhat frequently (26–50 percent); frequently (51–75 percent); and
very frequently (76–100 percent). The respondent was asked to indicate their state’s
frequency of use of each type of PCB systems using these percentages based on best available
knowledge. In addition, the respondent was asked to provide standard details for each of their
PCB systems.
The research team analyzed the information and determined those PCB systems which
are most frequently used. The PCB systems in each category were ranked by the research
team in order of weighted frequency of use. The research team reviewed and organized the
survey responses based on the following categories and sub-categories: profile, segment
connection, application type, and segment length. Table 5 summarizes the respondent
agencies and the provided frequency of usage for the submitted PCB systems for TL-3. Please
note that the research team incorporated both NCHRP Report 350 and MASH systems within
this analysis. In other words, Table 5 and Table 6 summarize the frequency of usage barrier
type, without distinction whether the barrier is NCHRP Report 350 or MASH compliant. This
decision was made to address the general interest of the various agencies with respect to the
barrier type, including profile, connections and application type.
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Table 5. Respondent DOT Agencies and Provided Frequency of Usage for F-Shape PCB
Systems.
Frequency of Usage
Profile

Segment
Connection

Application
Type

Segment
Length
(ft)

Rarely
(1-25%)

10

Free
Standing

Somewhat
Frequently
(26-50%)

Frequently
(51-75%)

MA

WY

Very
Frequently
(76-100%)

12
12.5

SD

FL, KS

AK, IL,
MN, MO

20
Pin-andLoop

10

CO

12

ON

12.5

SD

20

AZ, MI

Anchored
F-Shape

Free
Standing

AK, IL, IA,
MN, MO,
WI, WY

VA

None of the submitted F-Shape PCB system was free standing
with JJ-Hooks Connection
10

JJ-Hooks

FL, KS

IN

12
Anchored
12.5
20
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Table 6. Respondent DOT Agencies and Provided Frequency of Usage for New Jersey
PCB Systems.
Frequency of Usage
Profile

Segment
Connection

Application
Type

Free
Standing

Segment
Length
(ft)

Rarely
(1-25%)

Somewhat
Frequently
(26-50%)

10

ME

ID, ID, ND

Very
Frequently
(76-100%)
AL, GA,
MT

12
12.5

TN

NE

20

Pin-andLoop

Frequently
(51-75%)

10

ID, ID, ND

12

OH

UT

CA, KY

NM

AL, MT,
TN

Anchored
12.5

NE

20

New
Jersey

UT

10

Free
Standing

AR, CA
NC

12
12.5
20

KY

JJ-Hooks
10
12

OH

Anchored
12.5
20

NY
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For each sub-category, the research team developed a weighted frequency of use
(WFofU) based on the relative frequency of use indicated for system type. As shown below,
each system was assigned a weighted value based on the reported frequency of use from a
DOT. The number represents the WFofU of a DOT for that specific PCB system type:
•
•
•
•

Rarely (1–25 percent)  1.
Somewhat frequently (26–50 percent)  2.
Frequently (51–75 percent)  3.
Very frequently (76–100 percent)  4.

The WFofU for a given PCB system is defined as the sum of all the contributing
weighted frequency of use values reported by the DOTs for that specific system. Table 7
summarizes the survey results for each proposed PCB category. Figure 23 reports the top four
PCB systems which resulted having the highest WFofU.
Table 7. Summary of Survey Results Divided by Proposed PCB Systems Categories.
Profile

Segment
Connection

Application Type

Free Standing
Pin-and-Loop
Anchored
F-Shape
Free Standing
JJ-Hooks
Anchored

Free Standing
Pin-and-Loop
Anchored
New Jersey
Free Standing
JJ-Hooks
Anchored
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Segment Length
(ft)
10
12
12.5
20
10
12
12.5
20
10
12
12.5
20
10
12
12.5
20
10
12
12.5
20
10
12
12.5
20
10
12
12.5
20
10
12
12.5
20

WFofU
(PCB System)
5
0
23
0
4
1
35
4
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
19
0
5
11
21
2
4
11
4
0
0
4
0
2
0
2

Figure 23. Weighted Frequency of Usage—Top PCB Systems.
AGENCIES’ SATISFACTION WITH PCB SYSTEM DEFLECTION
The survey respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with respect to the
deflections of the submitted PCB systems. For each system, the agencies were given the
option to rate their satisfaction as “satisfied,” “neutral,” and “dissatisfied.” Specific comments
from the respondent agencies are reported below. Also, Table 8 and Table 9 summarize the
agencies’ satisfaction with respect to the PCB systems deflections.
Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alabama: We want a barrier no longer than 12 ft that has deflection no greater than
the 5' range for the TL-3 crash test.
Arizona: The working width is small enough for most projects, but can be too large
for bridge projects where using anchors is not acceptable. Need reduced deflections on
bridge decks without causing damage to the bridge.
Florida: A practical and inexpensive way to limit deflection of free standing barrier
would be welcomed.
Georgia: The Department would like a narrower working width.
Indiana: Reduced deflection without the use of anchors.
Iowa: More information on transitions: free standing to pinned, how much does
flaring increase deflection? Unanchored low deflection options for bridge decks.
Kansas: Simplifying anchorage. Developing anchorage that meets MASH criteria.
Louisiana: Reduced deflection in the free standing (unpinned) condition.
Michigan: It would be ideal to have a MASH-compliant portable concrete barrier that
could be placed adjacent to a precipitous drop-off (i.e., with no offset between the
drop-off and the barrier).
Minnesota: Other stiffening methods to reduce deflection without damaging
underlying pavement. MnDOT is going to investigate the Box Beam Reinforced
Portable Concrete Barrier.
New York: Additional bottom corner reinforcing is needed to reduce deflections.
Ohio: Need narrower footprint and less deflection.
Oklahoma: A narrower PCB with same performance will always be helpful.
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•

•

•
•
•
•

Ontario: We will be implementing updated design with modified shape with wider
top and narrower base. Need improvements for more durable drainage openings under
barrier (all designs prone to damage during moves). Need taller TL-4 option and
anchorage options.
Pennsylvania: we would like a generic PCB system with a low deflection. Ideally
without having to pin into the pavement (i.e. system that does not damage the
pavement. Standardize pinning/anchorage details for various deflection distances
would be helpful. We also want a quick repair system for our PCBs.
Tennessee: Non destructive attachment methods with reduced deflection. I believe a
special attention should be given to improve the connections.
Utah: We require barrier to be installed with stabilization pins if used in medians less
than 12 ft in width. It would be helpful to be able to achieve a lower deflection than
5 ft without stabilization pins.
Wisconsin: Need lower working width without anchoring to the pavement.
Wyoming: Decrease deflection. Would prefer MASH deflections of around 24 inches
or less. Probably go with 12.5 ft length.

Table 8. Agencies’ Satisfaction with Respect to F-Shape PCB Systems Deflections.
Satisfaction
Profile

Segment
Connection

Application
Type

Segment
Length
(ft)

Satisfied

10
Free
Standing

Neutral

Dissatisfied

MA

WY

12
12.5

AK, FL, MO

IL, MN, SD,
OK

20

Pin-andLoop

10

CO

12
Anchored
F-Shape

Free
Standing

ON

12.5

AK, FL, IA, MO

IL, MN, SD,
WI, OK

20

VA

AZ, MI

None of the received F-Shape PCB system was free standing
with JJ-Hooks Connection
10

JJ-Hooks
Anchored

WY

IN

12
12.5
20
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Table 9. Agencies’ Satisfaction with Respect to New Jersey PCB Systems Deflections.
Satisfaction
Profile

Segment
Connection

Application
Type

Segment
Length
(ft)
10

Free
Standing
Pin-andLoop

Anchored
New
Jersey
Free
Standing

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

AL, GA, ID, ID,
ME, MT, NC, ND

12
12.5

TN, NE

20

CA, KY, UT

10

AL, ID, ID, MT,
NM, ND

12

OH

12.5

NE

20

AR, CA, UT

10

NC

TN

12
12.5
20

JJ-Hooks

Neutral

KY

10
12
Anchored

OH

12.5
20

NY

Although the majority of the respondent agencies did not necessarily directly
expressed dissatisfaction with the deflection performance of their PCB systems, they still
reported a need for a smaller deflection and/or a narrower barrier footprint. Smaller
deflections are particularly suggested for free-standing barriers, to avoid use of anchoring,
especially on bridge decks. Some agencies reported a need for a deflection not greater than
5 ft; however, a request for deflections under MASH impact as small as 24 inches or less was
also reported. Some agencies also specifically stated that they would like smaller deflections
to be achieved for a barrier segment no longer than 12.5 ft.
AGENCIES’ SATISFACTION WITH PCB SYSTEM INSTALLATION
The survey respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with respect to installation
of the submitted PCB systems, based on three given options “satisfied,” “neutral,” and
“dissatisfied.” Specific comments from the respondent agencies are reported below. Error!
Reference source not found. summarizes the agencies’ satisfaction with respect to PCB
systems installation.
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Number of PCB Systems
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14

1

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Satisfaction
Satisfaction

Agency

Satisfied

AL, AR, CA, CO, FL, ID, ID, ID, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, LA, MA, MN, MT, NJ, NM, NY,
NY, NC, ND, OH, OH, ONT, ONT, ONT, ONT, SD, TN, TX, TX, TX, UT, UT, VA

Neutral

AK, AZ, AZ, GA, ME, MI, MO, OK, PA, TN, WA, WI, WY, WY

Dissatisfied

NE

Figure 24. Agencies’ Satisfaction with Respect to PCB Systems Installation.
Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Alaska: Can the pin-loop connection be designed to mate correctly regardless of
which end is presented?
Arizona: Installing unanchored PCB is simple, but anchors to bridge decks cause
damage to the concrete. Reduce damage to concrete caused by anchors. Leveling the
barriers can be difficult.
California: The crashworthy staking configurations of the PCB system in the Caltrans
Standard Plans allow Type K rail to be installed with minimal effort. Construction
requested the following staking configuration for Type K rail:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/esc/oe/project_plans/highway_plans/stdplans_UScustomaryunits_15/viewable_pdf/t03b.pdf.
Florida: Contractors are familiar with the barrier and do a good job with installation.
It's fairly easy to inspect and Pin-and-Loop connection is simple.
Georgia: It is the contractors responsibility to transport and install the barrier on
construction sites, but they have no issues with the installation methods.
Idaho: Common connections between the 20 ft and 10 ft barriers used. Currently the
systems can connect with some force. Better compatibility in the loop and pin system
between the 20 ft and 10 ft PCB designs that ITD uses. The systems will connect, but
with some force.
Illinois: Easy anchorage and ability to minimize penetration pavements.
Kentucky: With only using one system, everyone is familiar with it so it gets installed
correctly.
Michigan: With Detail 1 (box-beam stiffened method), 20 ft long segments are
required. It would be ideal to use segments that are shorter than 20 ft. Ideally, if 12.5 ft
long sections could be used with Detail 1, that would be great.
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Minnesota: Generally satisfied, but we do have concerns with the deflection distance
of unanchored PCB. MnDOT is often trying to squeeze work areas while still allowing
traffic. We are also concerned with worker and traffic exposure during PCB
deployment.
Missouri: We struggle with 2-loop vs. 3-loop PCBs. Contractors constantly try to
install the 2-loop incorrectly. Anchoring something that is consistent for both asphalt
and concrete; limits exposure of workers while installing.
Nebraska: Deployment seems to take a long time. Any improvement to allow loops or
connections of the barrier to adjust a couple inches and lock in place adding tension to
a run may help improve installation time and keep a long length in tension even after
an impact; the out of place barriers would be able to be reinstalled with tension
quickly.
North Dakota: Barriers are 10 ft long which is a size that is manageable for portable
barriers.
Ohio: Using nuts and bolts as a connection is labor intensive. Need an easier way to
connect barriers.
Ontario: Meets MASH TL-3, and acceptable working width for most applications.
Anchorage options or reduced deflection options for tight work zones. MASH
anchorage (understand pinned to asphalt design and strapped design failed).
Pennsylvania: Okay, where deflection distances are available, but not good when
deflection distances are not available and costly retrofits/restraints are needed.
Tennessee: The type of connection plays a big role in performance.
Texas: Mostly satisfied. It could be easier to maneuver if the segment lengths were
shorter, but most contractors have adjusted and the X-Bolt is not difficult to install.
And there aren't that many pins to anchor the system since we have 30 ft long
segments.
Utah: We have not used any other connection method other than Pin-and-Loop of
which is quick and easy to install.
Wisconsin: Always could be faster to install. This would reduce risk to the
construction staff. At times, multiple crews will be installing the barrier. Multiple
crews can lead to odd barrier size gaps where one crew starts and the other finishes.
Wyoming: Better joint system which would reduce deflections.

Agencies had various recommendations for improvement. Perhaps one of the most
recurrent comments was related to Pin-and-Loop connection: some agencies reported a need
for symmetry (no differences for mating between left and right side of the barrier segment),
connection compatibility among different segment lengths, and possibly harmonization with
respect to the numbers of loops to avoid an incorrect/lengthy installation process. In addition,
it is was reported that Pin-and-Loop segment connection type is labor intensive, from which
the need to utilize a faster-to-install segment connection type, which would also benefit
workers safety.
AGENCIES’ SATISFACTION WITH PCB SYSTEM REMOVAL
The survey respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with respect to removal of
the submitted PCB systems, based on three given options “satisfied,” “neutral,” and
“dissatisfied.” Specific comments from the respondent agencies are reported below. Error!
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Reference source not found. summarizes the agencies’ satisfaction with respect to PCB
systems removal.
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Satisfaction
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AL, AR, CA, CO, ID, ID, IL, IA, KS, KY, LA, MA, MN, MT, NJ, NM, NY,
NY, NC, ND, OH, OH, ON, ON, ON, ON, PA, TN, TN, TX, TX, TX, VA

Neutral

AK, AZ, FL, GA, ID, IN, ME, MI, MO, NE, OK, UT, UT, WA, WI, WY, WY

Dissatisfied

AZ, SD

Figure 25. Agencies’ Satisfaction with Respect to PCB Systems Removal.
Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arizona: Removal is slow and requires an additional mobilization. Protection for
traffic and work crews while removing PCB. This design of PCB is for permanent
placement.
California: The crashworthy staking configurations for the PCB system in the
Caltrans Standard Plans allow Type K rail to be removed with minimal effort.
Florida: Removal of free-standing barrier is simple; however, staked barrier can be
difficult and repair of existing asphalt is typically ineffective.
Georgia: It is the contractor's responsibility to transport and install the barrier on
construction sites, but they have no issues with the removal methods.
Kentucky: Kentucky has not had any reported issues when removing the pieces.
Minnesota: Generally satisfied, but similar concerns to deployment.
Nebraska: Faster removal would be great.
Ontario: We have heard concerns that segments are difficult to remove and replace
after impact in middle of run.
South Dakota: Easier pin removal when pins are used.
Utah: Complaints for removing anchored barrier has been an issue. We would be
interested in a design that allows the stabilization pins to be removed without
damaging the barrier.
Wisconsin: We’re not happy with damage to bridge deck when anchoring to bridge
deck. Lower working width to limit the need to anchor temporary barrier.
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Most of the comments from the agencies refer to the need to (a) have an easier/faster
removal, which would also help with limiting crew’s exposure, and (b) minimize damage to
either the barrier or the bridge deck/asphalt, which often occurs and whom repair seems to be
typically ineffective.
AGENCIES’ SATISFACTION WITH PCB SYSTEM INSPECTABILITY
The survey respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with respect to
inspectability of the submitted PCB systems, based on three given options “satisfied,”
“neutral,” and “dissatisfied.” Specific comments from the respondent agencies are reported
below. Error! Reference source not found. summarizes the agencies’ satisfaction with
respect to PCB systems inspectability.
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Figure 26. Agencies’ Satisfaction with Respect to PCB Systems Inspectability.
Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arizona: It is simple to inspect the connections and measure length.
California: Caltrans isn't aware of any performance problems with the submitted PCB
system from construction inspections.
Colorado: Formal inspection guidelines/checklist.
Florida: Connection hardware and anchorage slots are visible. However, since the
barriers are easily damaged determination of acceptability of units can be subjective
(i.e., what constitutes significant vs. insignificant damage).
Idaho: ITD largely has to trust that the system was constructed as detailed and
specified. ITD largely has to trust that the PCB was built to the standards.
Illinois: Better guidance on inspection/repair of PCB systems.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Kansas: We recently developed some guidance for inspecting the PCB in temporary
applications. Consistency nationally on guidance for inspection.
Kentucky: Since all pieces are standard and the same along with the connection
system it is easy for field staff to inspect.
Massachusetts: It will be difficult to determine the quality of the anchor bolt over
time.
Minnesota: MnDOT has quality control documents available for inspectors. Pretty
easy to see damage and other concerns.
Missouri: Our inspectors do a good job of inspecting PCBs.
Nebraska: Any improvement would be great.
New Mexico: Easy to inspect.
New York: Cannot conceive of any reasonable improvements.
Pennsylvania: No known issues.
Texas: We don't really have a method to evaluate or inspect the barriers. So, we are
mostly looking for large defects. Guidance on how/what to inspect. What damage is
extensive enough to get rid of the barrier. No standard for inspection. Makes it
difficult to maintain a constant standard across the state. Just develop some guidance
on when a barrier is beyond repair. Guidelines for concrete barrier inspection.
Utah: The system is basic and easy to ensure that the barrier is placed correctly,
correct connections and stabilization pins are used. Provide information for
determining severity of cracking. What is the maximum width and or depth of a crack
is acceptable to ensure that the barrier is structurally sound? We have had problems
with what is deemed a hair line crack, how many is acceptable.
Virginia: Difficult to have consistent evaluation of existing barriers statewide as to
life cycle. Need guidelines on when to retire or reject.
Washington: We would be interested in an accepted procedure for regular inspection
of vulnerable parts (like connections), and criteria for rejecting what may be
considered minor surface condition issues.
Wisconsin: It is not hard to inspect our current barrier design. I don't know how often
it is inspected.

From the received agencies’ comments, it appeared clear that there is a need for a
nationally accepted procedure to guide inspection and to propose criteria for retiring/rejecting
a PCB system. Although some agencies already developed a state guidance for inspecting
PCBs, national consistency on guidance would be preferred.
AGENCIES’ SATISFACTION WITH PCB SYSTEM TRANSPORTABILITY
The survey respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with respect to
transportability of the submitted PCB systems, based on three given options “satisfied,”
“neutral,” and “dissatisfied.” Specific comments from the respondent agencies are reported
below. Table 10 summarizes the agencies’ satisfaction with respect to PCB systems
transportability.
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Table 10. Agencies’ Satisfaction with Respect to PCB Systems Transportability.
Segment Length
(ft)

Satisfaction
Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

10

AL, CO, ID, MA, MT,
NM, NC, ND, WY

GA, ID, ID, IN, ME, TN

12

OH, OH, ON, PA

12.5

KS, MO, TN

AK, FL, IL, IA, MN, OK
WI, WY

NE, SD

20

AR, NJ, NY, NY, TX,
UT

CA, KY, MI, VA

AZ

Other

AZ, LA, ON, ON, UT

TX, TX, WA

It appears that most of the agencies are satisfied or neutral with respect to the
transportability of the utilized segment length. Ontario DOT is satisfied with the 4 m, 6-m,
and 9-m segment length PCBs’ transportability. TxDOT is using PCB systems with 30-ft
segment length, and commented that most of the contractors have adjusted to transporting the
PCBs. However, TxDOT still thinks a shorter segment length might be useful to have as an
option.
The main reason for dissatisfaction is the weight of the barrier segments, which allows
only a limited number of segments to be transported per truck. One of the expressed desire
was to move toward using a steel temporary barrier with lighter weight, to allow for a higher
number of segments to be transported per single truck load.
AGENCIES’ SATISFACTION WITH PCB SYSTEM DURABILITY
The survey respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with respect to durability
of the submitted PCB systems, based on three given options “satisfied,” “neutral,” and
“dissatisfied.” Specific comments from the respondent agencies are reported below. Table 10
summarizes the agencies’ satisfaction with respect to PCB systems durability.
It appears that most of the agencies are satisfied or neutral with respect to the
durability of the utilized systems profiles. The main reason for dissatisfaction is lack of
information about the life cycle for PCB systems due to age, weathering conditions,
collisions, etc., which in turn becomes a lack of understanding the current durability, in order
to be able to determine how to plan for maintaining these assets, or to make recommendations
for improvements.
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Table 11. Agencies’ Satisfaction with Respect to PCB Systems Durability.
Profile
F-Shape

New Jersey
Single Slope
Other Shapes

Satisfied
AZ, AZ, CO, IL, IN,
IA, KS, LA, MI, MN,
MO, ON, ON, ON, PA
AL, AR, GA, ID, KY,
ME, MT, NE, NJ, NY,
NC, ND, OH, OH, TN,
TN, UT
UT
ID

Satisfaction
Neutral

Dissatisfied

AK, FL, OK, SD, TX,
VA, WI, WY

MA, WY

CA, ID, NM, NY, ON

WA

TX
TX

Interest in MASH TL-4 Compliant PCB System
The state DOTs were asked whether they need/are interested in the development of a
MASH TL-4 compliant PCB system. Figure 27 summarizes the responses obtained by the
agencies.

Responses

Agency

Yes

AL, AZ, AR, CO, GA, IA, KY, MO, NJ, NM, NC, OH, OK, ONT, PA, TN, TX, VA, WA, WY

No

AK, CA, FL, IL, IN, LA, MA, MI, NE, NY, SD, UT,

Unknown

ID, KS, ME, MN, MT, ND, WI,

Figure 27. Expressed Interest in a MASH TL-4 Compliant PCB System.
Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•
•

Alabama: If one is available we would be interested for possible special situations,
but a TL-3 is the vast majority of our usage.
Alaska: Alaska understands TTI has successfully tested a modified Oregon design
(32-inch, pin-anchored, F- shape) to MASH TL3. We'll need to modify our standards
to adopt a MASH TL3 before December 31, 2019.
Arizona: A temporary TL-4 system would be valuable for bridge construction work.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Arkansas: Would like information provided.
Georgia: The Department needs a MASH tested barrier.
Iowa: We are interested but currently do not use a TL-4.
Kentucky: Kentucky would like to know of different options available.
Missouri: We would like to have a few different PCBs that are TL-3 or TL-4 for
contractors to choose from.
New Mexico: 36-inch height is not available as of now.
Oklahoma: We're looking into it.
Ontario: Desirable option for bridge deck replacements.
Pennsylvania: Yes, we could use both TL-4 and TL-5 PCB. Currently we are
working with TTI to crash test our precast portable cement barrier for permanent
installation for 3 heights, 32 inches, 42 inches, and 50 inches above the surface with
two inches embedment. We do not know how this barrier will perform in freestanding
condition or what will be its deflection?
Tennessee: It appears 36-inch tall 10 ft segments with stiffener on back would work.
Texas: We have a TL4 Single Slope system, but we have not issued a standard yet.
And have no information on installation or durability since we haven't installed any
yet.
Virginia: We are looking for a MASH 2016 system to adopt. Our goal is TL-3 but
would like TL-4. Would prefer Single Slope first then F-Shaped second.
Washington: We would be interested in this as another option compared to what
we're doing now.
Wyoming: Perhaps. Most important feature is to reduce the deflections.

The majority of the agencies participating in the survey are interested in having
options for a MASH TL-4 PCB system available for use. The interested agencies also stated
they would implement an available MASH TL-4 PCB system for variety of purposes,
including bridge construction, bridge deck replacement, and “special situations.” Multiple
agencies also stated a 36-inch height would be preferred for a MASH TL-4 PCB design.
Interest in MASH-Compliant Low-Profile PCB System
The state DOTs were asked whether they need/are interested in the development of a
MASH-compliant low-profile PCB system. Figure 28 summarizes the responses obtained by
the agencies.
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Responses

Agency

Yes

AL, CO, FL, GA, MN, NY, OH, PA, SD, TN, TX, UT, WA

No

AK, AZ, AR, CA, ID, IL, IA, LA, MI, MT, NE, NJ, NM, NC, VA, WY

Unknown

IN, KS, KY, ME, MA, MO, ND, OK, WI

Figure 28. Expressed Interest in a MASH-Compliant Low-Profile PCB System.
Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alabama: We would be interested, but the vast majority of our usage is full height in
urban areas.
Florida: FDOT Currently has a Low-Profile Barrier for TL-2 installations. It has not
yet been fully evaluated to MASH.
http://www.fdot.gov/design/standardplans/current/IDx/102-120.pdf
Georgia: The Department would like a Low-Profile PCB for urban/lower speed
projects.
Minnesota: Perhaps for urban areas.
New York: We have used Low-Profile as permanent in several lower speed urban
settings. A less visually obtrusive barrier (compared to typical 32-inch) would be
appealing.
Pennsylvania: Only needed for TL-3 and TL-2.
South Dakota: Urban Type Projects MASH TL-1 and TL-2 with pinned down option.
Tennessee: A generic improved FLDOT detail for TL-2 urban barrier would be nice.
Texas: We have a TL3 Low-Profile barrier and also a TL 2 Low-Profile system that
we are planning to test to MASH standards.
Utah: Would be interested if anchored.
Washington: We have employed CIP designs in the past, and additional options in
this category would be welcome.
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Although most of the respondent agencies indicated implementation of a Low-Profile
(LP) PCB system in lower speed urban setting, interest was expressed in a MASH TL-3 LP
system, especially with anchored/pinned options. A few respondent agencies indicated the
need for a MASH TL-2 low-profile PCB system for applications in urban lower speed areas.
Other Needed Applications for a New PCB System to Be Addressed
The state DOTs were asked whether they had any other needed application they would
like to see being addressed in the event of the development of a new PCB system. Figure 29
summarizes the responses obtained by the agencies.

Responses

Agency

Yes

AK, AZ, CO, KS, MA, MT, NJ, NM, ONT, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, WI

No

AL, AR, CA, FL, GA, IL, LA, NE, NY, NC, OH, TN,

Unknown

ID, IN, IA, KY, ME, MI, MN, MO, ND, OK, WA, WY

Figure 29. Expressed Interest for Other Needed Applications with a Potential New PCB
System.
Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Alaska: Need for tighter horizontal curvature (typically in urban areas) tends to
outweigh temporary drainage and wildlife connectivity issues. Find the minimum
radius for informational purposes (40 ft? Smaller?).
Arizona: Non-proprietary MASH crash cushions for barrier ends.
Kansas: Additional flexibility for system applications is typically preferred. I think
ease of transportation and installation are the big ones in KS.
Massachusetts: We would like to modify the 10' TxDOT cross-bolt design to include
options for anchoring into asphalt or bolting into bridge deck.
Montana: The shorter 10-ft long segments used in Montana are desirable for tighter
horizontal curves common in mountainous terrain. The current Montana CBR system
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•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

has an option for an 8-inch dia. hole for specific sites sensitive to small animal
crossings. Larger bottom openings are also desirable for flood-prone areas where
sanding material, snow, and ice block the smaller bottom openings.
New Jersey: Adaptation to a tighter horizontal curvature, reduce vehicle roll-over
angle.
New Mexico: Drainage features.
Ontario: Reduced deflection systems without need for anchoring (especially for
installations on newly constructed bridge decks during staged deck replacements).
Also precast TL-4 and 5 systems for permanent installations embedded in asphalt in
median or in gravel at edge of roadways.
Pennsylvania:
o Shorter length MASH Barriers that can be placed on tight curves/ramps.
o Drain slots for surface water.
o Low deflection barriers.
o Various heights to address horizontal sight-distance issues.
o Temporary generic barrier at TL-4 and TL-5.
South Dakota: Prefer lighter weight steel barrier for transportability.
Texas: I don't know if this is possible, but I would be interested in developing a
lighter barrier to be used as a median barrier on older structures that cannot handle the
weight of the current barriers.
Utah: TL-3 Single Slope design. 32 inches preferred.
Virginia: Bolt down / pin down; Possibly permanent applications.
Wisconsin: Attaching crash cushions to temporary barrier.

A wide number of agencies took this opportunity to provide a variety of design and
implementation needs if given the option to develop a new PCB system. Some of the design
needs are reported below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barrier length allowing implementation at tight horizontal curvatures (urban areas,
ramps, and/or mountainous locations).
Non-proprietary crash cushion for barrier ends.
Lighter barrier design for transportability and implementation at specific locations
(including possibly use of metal rather than concrete for barrier design).
Low-defection systems (also without need for anchoring, for application at specific
locations).
Design incorporating drainage features.
Temporary generic TL-4 and TL-5 systems.

Current DOTs’ Involvement in Other PCB Research and Testing Project Studies
The state DOTs were asked whether they were involved in other PCB research or
testing projects. Figure 30 summarizes the responses obtained by the agencies.
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Responses

Agency

Yes

FL, LA, MN, NJ, PA, SD, TN, TX, VA, WA, WI

No

AL, AK, AZ, AR, CA, GA, ID, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, ME, MA, MI, MT, NE, NM, NY,
NC, ND, OH, OK, ONT, UT, WY,
CO, MO

Unknown

Figure 30. Current DOTs’ Involvement in Other PCB Research and Testing Project
Studies.
Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Florida: FDOT to going to fund testing of its Low-Profile Concrete Barrier to MASH.
Louisiana: Louisiana DOTD (through the Roadside Safety Pooled Fund Group) is retesting our detail for MASH and developing anchorage details for asphalt pavement.
We are also developing transition details for free-standing barriers to pinned ones as
well as transitions to rigid bridge rails. We are waiting on the final testing report
before updating our standard details.
Minnesota: Anchoring systems to concrete and bituminous.
New Jersey: At this moment we are crash testing our PCB system with different
connection type to the MASH standards to get less deflection.
Pennsylvania: We are designing TL-4 F-Shape concrete median and road side barrier
Pin-and-Loop connection, additional reinforcement 32-inch, 42-inch, and 50-inch
height barriers with 42 inches being new standard heights for barriers. 2-inch
embedment for permanent installation. Hopefully we can use these for freestanding in
temporary conditions, but we will need more research to support this.
South Dakota: We are part of the MWRS Pooled Fund and they may/may not
eventually work on developing new pcb depending on proposals.
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•
•
•
•
•

Tennessee: Recently adopted NY DOT barrier:
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tdot/roadwaydesign/documents/standard_drawings
/structure_standard_drawings/current/new-structures/STD2-3.pdf.
Texas: We have developed a TL 4 42-inch Single Slope barrier with the new modified
X-bolt connection. Both restrained and unrestrained.
Virginia: We are not currently testing a new system but are part of a pooled fund.
Washington: We continue to look at new designs that would provide for larger
drainage slots (scuppers) - both CIP and precast.
Wisconsin: We have sponsored some research to reduce the need to anchor barrier to
pavements and decks. This involved installing box beams on both sides of the barrier.
This successfully passed MASH testing. But, a transition from free-standing to this
reduced working width system needs testing.

A few agencies are supporting certain type of research and testing studies related to
PCB systems (independently or through pooled fund programs). The main objectives of the
funded studies are exploring anchoring options for specific applications, and investigating
segment connection types to reduce system deflections during impacts.
DOTs’ Plans to Adopt Existing MASH PCB Systems Currently Not in the DOT
Standards
The state DOTs were asked whether they planned to adopt existing MASH PCB
systems that were currently not in their DOT standards. Figure 31 summarizes the responses
obtained by the agencies.

Responses

Agency

Yes

AL, AK, CA, CO, FL, ID, IL, MA, MO, NJ, NM, NY, OK, ONT, PA, TX, UT, VA, WA,
WY

No

AZ, AR, IA, KY, LA, ME, MI, MN, ND, SD

Unknown

GA, IN, KS, MT, NE, NC, OH, TN, WI

Figure 31. DOTs’ Plans to Adopt Existing MASH PCB Systems Currently Not in the
DOT Standards.
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Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alabama: We are looking for a MASH non-proprietary, concrete design in the 10' to
12' range.
Alaska: Alaska understands that TTI and the Roadside Safety Pooled Fund and
MASH Implementation Pooled Fund participants have successfully tested a modified
Oregon PCB design to MASH TL3 conditions in a variety of conditions. We envision
using that design. I need to obtain details of the design and a summary of successfully
tested installations.
California: Caltrans is evaluating a proprietary PCB system and expect to approve it
soon. The PCB system an F-shape, pinned down barrier.
Colorado: Looking into long term MASH option.
Florida: The Easi-Set JJ-Hook PCB will be added to the FDOT Approved Products
List (APL) for use as an alternative to the Type K shown in the Standards.
Idaho: ITD plans to abandon our current PCB designs (20 ft, 1 ft', and Tall Median
Barrier) and use a MASH tested PCB that is used by multiple states. ITD has not yet
decided on a MASH PCB system.
Illinois: IDOT is looking at the possibility of using the same barrier Wisconsin is
using for MASH.
Massachusetts: We allow any MASH tested temporary barrier, as long as the
Contractor certifies that it was fabricated to match the device that was tested.
Missouri: Our standard specifications do allow contractors to use other approved
MASH PCBs. Contractors have to provide certifications and shop drawings of other
systems prior to approval to use.
New Jersey: Yes, right now we are doing MASH crash test on our PCB system.
New Mexico: Texas Single Slope concrete barrier.
New York: We allow the Easi-Set JJ Hooks barrier and the T-Lok.
Oklahoma: Not at this time, but that is a possibility.
Ontario: J-J hook freestanding and anchored systems, and temporary proprietary steel
barrier systems.
Pennsylvania: We have several proprietary systems listed in our qualified product list
(Pub 35, Bulletin 15, Section 901.2) that we use as needed.
Texas: Just the two that we developed. the TL4 modified Single Slope and the TL3
Low-Profile barrier (26-inch height).
Utah: We are moving towards the F-Shape PCB. As we understand it, the Oregon
design has the most extensive testing performed to date.
Virginia: Considering the MwRSF F-Shaped Pin-and-Loop.
Washington: We are developing a new standard plan now for F-shape barrier to meet
MASH requirements.
Wyoming: Oregon 12.5 ft PCB with pinning and transition options, tested by the TTI
Pooled Fund.

The majority of the respondent agencies plans to incorporate a new/revised PCB
system into their standards. They also seem to be open to using different designs than those in
the current standards when approved by local contractors in the field.
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Other Requirements Provided by the DOTs
The state DOTs were asked whether they had any other requirements with respect to
the new PCB system. Figure 32 summarizes the responses obtained by the agencies.

Responses

Agency

Yes

AZ, CO, FL, ID, IL, IN, IA, MA, MN, NM, NY, ND, PA, SD, VA, WI, WY

Unknown

AL, AK, AR, CA, GA, KS, KY, LA, ME, MI, MO, MT, NE, NJ, NC, OH, OK, ONT,
TN, TX, UT, WA

Figure 32. Other Requirements Provided by the DOTs.
Comments from the respondent agencies are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arizona: Reduced deflection PCB for bridge decks that does not damage bridge
decks.
Colorado: MASH Single Slope PCB needed.
Florida: A PCB with Metal Ends (or shoes) would be more durable and could allow
for tighter bolted or pinned unit-to-unit connects, which would also limit deflection
when installed in free-standing conditions.
Idaho: ITD is quite interested in the development of MASH tested PCB that are used
by many states.
Illinois: Steel/Metal barrier, Single Slope, Low deflection barrier for free standing.
Indiana: In the results or recommendation section of the report, would it be possible
to give alternate wall lengths and heights and minimum reinforcement on the crash
tests run?
Iowa: Our issue with our current PCB is the 80'' deflection associated with MASH
testing of an unpinned PCB installation. We may be interested in a system with a
lower deflection. (Mentioned in other questions.)
Massachusetts: We frequently have requests to add an anti-gawk/rubberneck screen
to the top of temporary barriers, but systems typically are not tested with those.
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•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Minnesota: Anchoring system on bituminous between the two directions of travel on
2-lane, 2-way segments.
New Mexico: Wish to see any MASH TL-4 portable concrete barrier.
New York: NYSDOT developed a PCB system that was stiffened by the addition of
box beam bolted across the joints. This was intended to allow TCB on bridges without
the need to pin into the bridge deck. While deflections were reduced, the strengthening
at the joints contributed to shifting the impact loads so that more cracking occurred
within the length of the sections. A more robustly reinforced concrete section with a
heavier top-mounted joint stiffening box beam would be desirable so that PCB would
stay on bridges when impacted without the need to put holes in a new deck. Also, the
wide variation in tested deflection distances implies varying levels of protection for
workers behind the barriers. We are trying to develop a specification system wherein
designers specify what deflection distance is considered acceptable and only some
systems and system configurations would satisfy those deflection limits.
North Dakota: A barrier system that could span a bridge deck without anchoring on
the bridge deck itself. This could have some advantages in preserving a bridge deck.
Pennsylvania: MASH Agreement says NCHRP350 PCBs manufactured prior to
12/31/2019 can be used until their service life. We would like to see if any State has
documented how to determine service life and if any States have set a sunset year. As
mentioned earlier we could use TL-4, 5 PCBs with lower deflections in free standing
condition or requiring minimal anchorage Finally, are their any States that are using
TL-4 or TL-5 precast barriers for permanent installation. Also is their MASH design
for Precast or cast-in-place barriers on sharp curves.
South Dakota: We would like a steel portable barrier to be developed. We have to
transport barriers long distances and would prefer steel barriers that would be pinned
or bolted to AC or PCCP. We assume we could get more ft of steel barrier per truck
haul than concrete barrier.
Virginia: Would prefer both small car and pickup truck tests done during
development. Would prefer reinforced concrete. Would prefer straight pinning instead
of angled.
Wisconsin: WisDOT has started to sponsor some research into looking at a different
temporary barrier design. One issue that state will have to address is that it will take a
number of years and tests to get a new barrier system with equivalent flexibility that
we currently have (e.g. transition to permanent barrier, anchoring to concrete
pavement, anchoring to AC...).
Wyoming: Need to find a way to get deflections down to 24 inches or less. It would
be nice to have an option for attaching to a bridge railing system.

Agencies appear to have a desire for a new design to incorporate multiple different
applications of PCB systems, which include:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced barrier deflection (up to 24 inches or less).
Lighter portable barrier system option (without excluding use of steel instead of
concrete).
PCB for permanent installation.
Attachment on top of PCB systems (such as anti-gawk/rubberneck screen).
Placement on sharp curves.
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In addition, there seems to be a need to determine service life of PCB systems.
Understanding whether any agencies have a documented plan to determine PCB service life
would be very useful.
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CHAPTER 5. MASH IMPLEMENTATION COORDINATION EFFORTS
The research team coordinated with other research and testing agencies to share
information regarding MASH implementation efforts for PCB systems. The research team
communicated with research facilities, testing laboratories and user agencies to collect and
share information regarding ongoing or planned MASH implementation efforts of PCB
barriers.
The research team is leading a MASH Implementation Coordination project through
the Roadside Safety Pooled Fund. This project has the objective to coordinate MASH
implementation testing activities at a national level. Collected data has been incorporated into
a database that is available on the Roadside Safety Pooled Fund site under the MASH
implementation page (https://www.roadsidepooledfund.org/mash-implementation/search/).
The database contains information on MASH tested portable concrete barrier systems as well
as other categories of roadside safety hardware. The database is updated regularly to reflect
input collected from state DOTs, FHWA, testing laboratories, and manufacturers. Table 12
summarizes the portable concrete barrier listed in the MASH database. Six of these portable
concrete barrier systems have FHWA eligibility letters. Three of the systems failed MASH
evaluation criteria.
Additional information collected through this project includes MASH research and
testing plans.
TESTING LABORATORIES AND ACADEMIA
Selected national and international testing labs and academia were contacted to obtain
any available and sharable information of current PCB research and/or testing projects. The
following questions were prepared and asked for input through email communication:
•

•

Is your laboratory/company currently involved (or planning to be) in the development
of a new non-proprietary portable/temporary concrete barrier system, per U.S. Manual
for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) standard or your country’s testing standard?
(Development can be through engineering evaluation, computer simulations, testing).
If so, would you be able to share any information regarding your project? (i.e., general
motivation for developing the system, general characteristics of the system, MASH
Test Level, preliminary results, etc.)
Is your laboratory/company currently involved (or planning to be) with the
modification of an existing non-proprietary portable concrete barrier system, per U.S.
MASH standard or your country’s testing standard? (Modification can be through
engineering evaluation, computer simulations, testing) If so, would you be able to
share any information regarding your project? (i.e., general motivation for
modification of the system, general characteristics of the system, MASH Test Level,
preliminary results, etc.)

Same questions were asked with respect to the involvement in the development or
modification of a non-proprietary portable barrier, not necessarily made of concrete. A total
number of 22 agencies were contacted. The research team received a total of nine responses.
Table 13 presents information regarding bridge rail tests planned by various DOTs as known
at the writing of this report. The comments received from respondents have not been edited so
as to reflect the original intent of the information being provided.
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Table 12. PCB Systems Currently Stored in the MASH Database.
Description

FHWA Eligibility
Letter

TL-3 Upstream
Anchorage for F-Shape
Temporary Concrete
Barrier

Precast Kansas F-Shape
Barrier

B221

New Jersey TCB
Performance under
MASH TL-3

Evaluation of reducing
barrier deflections
through the use of
pinning every barrier
section on the back-side
toe of the New York
State’s New Jerseyshape TCB

Retrofit, Low Defection
PCB (Version 2)

Modified 32-inch tall,
12.5 ft long section
length, low-deflection
TCB

TxDOT 32-inch FShape concrete barrier
pinned to concrete
pavement

Four standard F-Shape
type restrained 32-inch
tall median barriers,
each nominally 30 ft in
length with J-J Hooks
end hook engagements.

32-inch F-Shape
concrete barrier.

32-inch F-shape
concrete barrier pinned
to concrete pavement.
30′ barrier segments
with J-J Hooks
connections.

Title

Picture
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B255A

Table 12. PCB Systems Currently Stored in the MASH Database (Continued).
Description

FHWA Eligibility
Letter

Indiana Anchored TCB
with Wedge Anchored
Studs

31-inch tall Indiana
anchored TCB with
wedge anchored studs;
31-inch TCB with
Wedge Anchored
Studs and modified
top connection is also
available.

B258

MASH TL-3 LowProfile T-Shaped
Concrete Barrier

26-inch tall, 30-ft long
barrier segments with
a T-shape profile.
Adjacent barriers are
connected with two
26-inch long, ⅞-inch
diameter B7 threaded
rods.

FAILED – F-Shape
PCB System

Study conducted to
determine the
minimum system
length and the number
of barriers required for
the beginning and end
of LON. MASH Test
No. 3-35 passed;
MASH Test No. 3-37
failed.

TL-2 F-Shape PCB
(MassDOT)

32-Inch TL-2 F-Shape
Portable Concrete
Barrier

Retrofit TL-3 F-Shape
PCB (MassDOT)

Retrofit 32-inch TL-3
F-Shape PCB

Title

Picture
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Table 12. PCB Systems Currently Stored in the MASH Database (Continued).
Title

Picture

Description

32-inch tall F-Shape
free-standing PCB

32 inch tall, F-shape
profile, free-standing
Portable Concrete
Barrier.

TL-4 Precast Single
Slope concrete barrier
for bridge and median
application.

Restrained 42-inch
Single Slope concrete
barrier with X-Bolt on
a 7-inch thick concrete
bridge deck.

FAILED 32-inch tall
PCB pinned on concrete
pavement

32-inch tall, 12 ft-6
inch long precast
concrete F-shape
barrier segments. 24
inches wide at the
base, and 9½ inches
wide at the top.

FAILED WsDOT Pinand-Loop concrete
barrier with drainage
slots

34-inch tall WSDOT
free standing Pin-andLoop Single Slope
concrete barrier with
drainage slots. Failed
the MASH Test 3-11
because the truck
rolled over.

32-inch unstiffened
New York PCB

32″ tall unstiffened
temporary concrete
barrier system with
anchored ends.
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FHWA Eligibility
Letter

Table 12. PCB Systems Currently Stored in the MASH Database (Continued).
Description

FHWA Eligibility
Letter

Retrofit, Low
Deflection PCB
(Version 1)

32-inch tall, 12.5 ft
long section length,
low-deflection TCB.

B255

32-inch F-Shape freestanding PCB with
cross-Bolt.

32-inch F-shape freestanding portable
concrete barrier with
cross-bolt and 10-ft
segments.

Pinned-down F-Shape
TCB on asphalt

Segments connected
using pin-and-loop
connections and
placed adjacent to a
1.5H:1V slope.

Free-standing temporary
barrier

F-Shape free standing
with Pin-and-Loop
connection.

B215

32-inch tall stiffened
New York PCB

Unanchored temporary
concrete barrier with
box beam stiffener.

B239

Title

Picture
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N/A
N/A

AISICO

Politecnico di Milano

Bulwark Design
Innovations

Roadsafe LLC

Transportation Research
Center

SWRI

STI

No

Yes, tests following the MASH standard. Need to ask customer
for more information.

CSI

All of ours are proprietary

No

TRC does not have any information that can provide
No

Cannot offer input to the questions due to the customer-proprietary nature of any testing we’ve done related to PCBs

STI has not ever tested or developed and is not in the process of testing or developing any non-proprietary concrete barriers.

N/A

N/A

Is your Lab currently involved (or planning to be) with
the modification of an existing non-proprietary PCB?

Is your Lab currently involved (or planning to be) in the
development of a new non-proprietary PCB?

Testing Labs and
Academia

Table 13. Respondent Testing Laboratories and Academia.
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Is your Lab currently involved (or planning to be) with the
modification of an existing non-proprietary PCB?
Yes. MwRSF is previously evaluated the asphalt pin tie-down for
F-shape PCBs under the MASH 2016 criteria to determine if the
barrier segment and the tie-down anchorage had sufficient
capacity to constrain barrier motions, define its dynamic
deflections, and ensure its safety performance adjacent to vertical
drop-offs. Full-scale crash testing of the tie-down anchorage was
unsuccessful due to wheel snag on a barrier joint which caused
excessive occupant compartment deformations and intrusion of the
wheel into the occupant compartment. Review of the unsuccessful
crash test suggested that potential design modifications exist that
could be applied to the asphalt pin tie-down for F-shape PCBs to
allow it to meet the MASH TL-3 criteria. Thus, research was
initiated to modify and re-evaluate the modified steel pin tie-down
for asphalt road surfaces for use with F-shape PCBs in order to
allow the states to continue to utilize the barrier system after the
proposed MASH 2016 implementation dates. Proposed design
revisions are currently in development.
MwRSF has done extensive work in the past related to the F-shape
PCB and various tie-down anchorages and transition systems.
These can all be found on the MwRSF website.

Is your Lab currently involved (or planning to be) in the
development of a new non-proprietary PCB?

Yes. MwRSF has recently initiated a project with a state DOT to
develop a new, non-proprietary portable barrier system. The objective
of this research project is to develop a non-proprietary, highperformance portable barrier capable of meeting the MASH TL-3 safety
requirements and with reduced free-standing barrier deflections and
increased vehicle stability as compared to existing, widely-used portable
concrete barrier (PCB) systems. The project aims to develop a new
MASH TL-3 portable barrier that considers alternative barrier shapes,
connections, and materials in order to improve portable barrier safety
performance, limit dynamic barrier deflections, and reduce and/or
eliminate the need for anchoring to the roadway. This high-performance
portable barrier could be widely implemented in most applications, and
future research could be conducted to further reduce deflections from
the baseline design. The potential for future anchoring of the barrier to
further limit deflections will be considered during the high-performance
portable barrier development. Also note that the barrier system is not
limited to any certain material or shape. The barrier system should have
a practical length and weight such that typical construction equipment
can be used for placement, repositioning, etc. No details on the design
have been developed as the research initiated just over 1 month ago.

TTI is currently working with TxDOT to test the TxDOT 20-inch tall
low-profile PCB system under MASH TL-2 criteria. This testing project
is planned to be completed by August 2019.
TTI is also involved with a project for PennDOT with the scope to
design and evaluate 32″, 42″, and 50″ tall F-Shape precast barriers. The
42″ and 50″ barriers are being designed for MASH TL-4 compliance,
while the 32″ for MASH TL-3 compliance. TTI is also currently
working on a proposal for PennDOT to crash test the 50″ barrier under
MASH Test 4-12 conditions. TTI is planned to provide PennDOT with
professional opinions for the 32″ and 42″ barriers depending on the
results from the MASH Test 4-12 on the 50″ barrier. The barriers use a
pin-and-loop connection. They are free standing, but keyed in with 2″ of
asphalt. Segment lengths are 12 ft long.

Testing
Labs and
Academia

MwRSF

TTI

Table 13. Respondent Testing Laboratories and Academia (Continued).

CSI (Italy) is involved in testing of a new non-proprietary PCB under MASH criteria.
However, no more information can currently be disclosed before obtaining permission from
their customer. CSI is not developing modifications of existing non-proprietary PCB systems.
Politecnico di Milano (Italy), AISICO (Italy), STI (Safe Technologies), TRC
(England), Roadsafe LLC (USA) are not working on any portable concrete barrier systems.
Southwest Research Institute (SWRI) is not currently able to offer input to the questions due
to the customer-proprietary nature of any testing they have conducted related to PCBs.
Bulwark Design Innovations only works on proprietary systems.
The Midwest Roadside Safety Facility (MwRSF) (USA) has recently initiated a
project with a state DOT to develop a new, non-proprietary portable barrier system. The
objective of this research project is to develop a non-proprietary, high-performance portable
barrier capable of meeting the MASH TL-3 safety requirements and with reduced freestanding barrier deflections and increased vehicle stability as compared to existing, widelyused PCB systems. The project aims to develop a new MASH TL-3 portable barrier that
considers alternative barrier shapes, connections, and materials in order to improve portable
barrier safety performance, limit dynamic barrier deflections, and reduce and/or eliminate the
need for anchoring to the roadway. This high-performance portable barrier could be widely
implemented in most applications, and future research could be conducted to further reduce
deflections from the baseline design. The potential for future anchoring of the barrier to
further limit deflections will be considered during the high-performance portable barrier
development. Also note that the barrier system is not limited to any certain material or shape.
The barrier system should have a practical length and weight such that typical construction
equipment can be used for placement, repositioning, etc. No details on the design have been
developed as the research just recently initiated.
MwRSF has previously evaluated the asphalt pin tie-down for F-shape PCBs under the
MASH 2016 criteria to determine if the barrier segment and the tie-down anchorage had
sufficient capacity to constrain barrier motions, define its dynamic deflections, and ensure its
safety performance adjacent to vertical drop-offs. Full-scale crash testing of the tie-down
anchorage was unsuccessful due to wheel snag on a barrier joint which caused excessive
occupant compartment deformations and intrusion of the wheel into the occupant
compartment. Review of the unsuccessful crash test suggested that potential design
modifications exist that could be applied to the asphalt pin tie-down for F-shape PCBs to
allow it to meet the MASH TL-3 criteria. Thus, research was initiated to modify and reevaluate the modified steel pin tie-down for asphalt road surfaces for use with F-shape PCBs
in order to allow the states to continue to utilize the barrier system after the proposed MASH
2016 implementation dates. Proposed design revisions are currently being developed.
TTI is planned to test the TxDOT 20-inch tall low-profile PCB system under MASH
TL-2 criteria. TTI is also involved with a project for PennDOT to design and evaluate
32-inch, 42-inch, and 50-inch tall F-Shape precast barriers keyed in with 2 inches of asphalt.
The 42-inch and 50-inch barriers are being designed for MASH TL-4 compliance, while the
32-inch for MASH TL-3 compliance. TTI is also currently working on a proposal for
PennDOT to crash test the 50-inch barrier under MASH Test 4-12 conditions.
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CHAPTER 6. INPUTS FROM MANUFACTURERS AND
CONTRACTORS
As part of the research project, the research team contacted PCB contractors and
manufacturers to seek information with respect to perceived advantages/disadvantages of each
considered PCB system and their components, in terms of durability, construction and
transportability, installation and removal, and inspectability.
A survey was submitted to the identified recipient and, at cases, a follow-up
call/meeting was conducted to discuss the received responses and comments. A copy of the
survey questions is included in Appendix B of this report.
MANUFACTURERS/CONTRACTORS’ COMMENTS
Below is a summary derived from the responses obtained by surveying the PCB
manufacturers and contractors (M&C). Although sometimes answers to the same questions
might have slightly differed from the addressed recipients, the research team is summarizing
relevant received comments.
Q2.

Please rate the following PCB profile shapes based on ease of construction. Scale “1
= Very Hard” to “5 = Very Easy”

The M&C rated the Single Slope (SS) shape with the highest value (between 4 and 5).
Following were New Jersey and F-Shape profiles (between 2 and 3). The SS profile, in fact, is
much easier and less costly to form, given the constant tapered profile forms that are needed
when casting the barrier.
No desired improvements were suggested with respect to the PCB profile shapes to
support their ease of construction.
Q4.

Please rate the following PCB profile shapes based on ease of stackability. Scale “1 =
Very Hard” to “5 = Very Easy”

In general, the M&C did not highlight particular differences among the PCB profile
shapes in term of stackability. However, it was noted that SS segments can be taller (they can
get up to 42 inches), and can also be developed for median applications, rather than F-Shape
and New Jersey profiles which are commonly designed only for roadside applications.
Therefore, SS profiles can be considerably heavier than the other barrier profiles, requiring
larger and stronger equipment to move the barrier segments. Another comment regarding
stackability was included with respect to barrier segment length: with a longer barrier segment
length (specifically, 20 or 30 ft), there is a need for a bigger crane to stack the segments. For
shorter segment length, such as 10 ft, a loader would suffice.
No desired improvements were suggested with respect to the PCB profile shapes to
support their ease of stackability.
Q6.

Please rate the following PCB profile shapes based on durability. Scale “1 = Less
preferred” to “5 = Highly preferred”
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The M&C rated the Single Slope (SS) shape with the highest value (5). Following
were New Jersey and F-Shape profiles (tied at 4). The main comment was directed to the fact
that both F-Shape and New Jersey profile barriers can easily chips at the toe region. The can
chip even when the barrier segment is moved and placed on the ground. Depending of the
level of chip damage, the barrier segment might not be utilized anymore, since it can affect
the performance of the barrier upon impact. In addition, it was noted that durability problems
might be more frequent for F-Shape systems with bolt and channel connections among
segments. In fact, if the barrier profile chips at the toe region, next to the segment end, it
might create difficulties to screw the bolts through the barrier and the channel.
A desired improvement suggested with respect to PCB profile shapes to support their
durability was to steel reinforce the toes of the F-Shape and New Jersey profiles. However, it
was also recognized that this modification would incur in increased manufacturing costs for
those profiles.
Q9.

Please rate the following PCB segment length based on ease of transportability by
truck. Scale “1 = Very Hard” to “5 = Very Easy”

Answer to the above question really depends mainly on the barrier height and whether
the barrier is for median or roadside only application, since the mass can significantly vary in
those cases. It also must be recalled that the maximum weight allowed by a truck to haul is
45,000 lb. So, for example, 10-ft would be the preferred segment length to haul a 32-inch
Jersey Shape roadside PCB system, because it would maximize the transported segment
numbers, and therefore, the total system length. In addition, a shorter segment length is
preferred for transportability because it allows for using a smaller equipment type to move the
barrier segments.
Q10. Please rate the following PCB segment length based on ease of transportability in the
field. Scale “1 = Very Hard” to “5 = Very Easy”
Similar answers were received as for question #9 (Q9): shorter segment lengths are
preferred because a shorter segment relates to smaller weight and therefore allows for use of
smaller equipment types to move the barrier segments.
A suggested improvement with respect to transportability in the field was to design
long segment barriers (like 30-ft) with a feature to allow for being moved with a loader in
tight areas.
Q13. Please rate the following PCB segment connection types based on ease of installation.
Scale “1 = Less preferred” to “5 = Highly preferred”
Although different interviewed manufacturers and contractors might have experience
with only certain types of the listed segment connection types, there was an agreement for the
JJ Hooks connection to receive the highest value (5). Pin-and-Loop and X-Bolt connections
followed. The connection plates were rated as the most difficult segment connection type to
be installed.
JJ Hooks were preferred to other connection types because there are no parts that
needs to be inventoried and utilized in the field to allow for the segment connection, and also
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because of the components symmetry, meaning the JJ Hooks connections are the same on
both sides of the segment barrier. JJ Hooks connections are also cheaper than other segment
connection options.
The Pin-and-Loop connection presents differences depending on the left and right side
of the segment barrier, therefore there needs to be caution taken when placing the barrier
segment for installation to an adjacent segment. On the other side, appreciation was given to
the fact that the pin can easily be inserted in the barrier segment loops during transport,
without worrying for losing the pin.
The X-bolt connections have the same design on both sides of the barrier segment,
allowing more flexibility during installation. However, the X-bolt connections require
inventory and transport of bolts and nuts. In fact, one of the desired improvements suggested
to ease installation of PCB segments with X-bolt connections was to design a location within
the barrier where to easily store bolts and nuts, not to lose them during transport and
installation.
Connection plates was the least favorite segment connection type by the M&C. A
compressor is needed to tight the connection, and extra cost is required for the connection
plates. Even in this case, there is a need for inventory and transport of the required bolts, and
when the bolts are lost or broken, they are not readily available. From this perspective, it was
suggested to revise the connection plate design to incorporate threaded rods instead of bolts,
because they are readily available, even at local stores. It is labor intensive to connect the
segments with connection plates because it needs to be accomplished at both side of the
barrier (lane and field sides). It is also a demanding action to tie the bolts through the
connection plates and it needs to be completed at the installation site, in not ideal conditions
for the worker safety.
Q15. Please rate the following PCB segment connection types based on ease of removal.
Scale “1 = Less preferred” to “5 = Highly preferred”
Similar answers were received as for question #13 (Q13): JJ Hooks were the preferred
segment connection type, followed by Pin-and-Loop, X-bolts, and connection plates. In a
reported example, it was disclosed that during one workers shift, the length of barrier
installation with connection plates that can be removed is only 60 to 75 percent that with JJ
Hook connections.
Q17. Please rate the following PCB segment connection types based on inspectability.
Scale “1 = Less preferred” to “5 = Highly preferred”
The JJ Hooks connection is preferred by the M&C because it is very resistant, and
rarely need maintenance or replacement. The M&C reported that a worker can easily drive by
the barrier segment to verify that the installation was properly conducted and/or that
maintenance is needed at segment connections. Inspectability can also be conducted from one
side of the barrier, no needs to repeat controls for the opposite side.
Connection plates and X-bolts are the least favorite connection types from
inspectability perspective because it needs to be the conducted on both sides of the barrier
segment. In addition, in both cases one should really open the connections to verify the
adequacy of the bolts torque. It was highlighted also that when a segment barrier with
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connection plates is hit by an errant vehicle, the connection plate usually deforms and requires
a cutting torch to be cut, removed and replaced with a new connection.
Q19. Please rate the following PCB segment connection types based on durability. Scale “1
= Less preferred” to “5 = Highly preferred”
JJ Hook connection appears to be the preferred one in terms of durability, due to its ½inch thick resistant plate. The X-bolt connections follow right after. Although they can be reused after a non-severe impact, nuts can be easily lost. In addition, it was reported that when
the barrier segment with X-bolt connections is hauled on the truck, the thread can be
damaged. The Pin-and-Loop comes third in place because it has pins that could easily bent
during an impact and therefore would require to be cut for removal and replacement with new
ones. The connection plates come as least favorite segment connection type, due to several
reasons: components can be easily lost, the thread can get damaged, channels can get bent,
and they can also be stolen.
Q22. Please rate the following PCB anchorage types. Scale “1 = Less preferred” to “5 =
Highly preferred”
The pinned (at angle) and the staked connections were preferred. The pinned (at angle)
represents a more cost-effective option, since the pin can be potentially re-used at another
installation location. Also, all is needed is to drill a hole into the concrete and clean it before
inserting the pin. Similar action is required for the staked connection.
The bolted connection follows in the preferences. However, there are some important
aspects to be considered. First, this connection needs epoxy, which means there is a need for a
labor intense installation requirements, per epoxy provider specifications. In addition, it is
highly suggested to only use this connection in concrete. Epoxy is not recommended for
connections in asphalt.
Embedment is the least favorite due to the fact that there is a need for excavation and
back fill. In addition, embedment might be acceptable only for a SS barrier type, where
bottom coverage of the barrier would not influence barrier profile. An F-Shape or New Jersey
barrier types would lose their toe geometry if embedded without previous design
modification.
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Under this project, research was performed to (a) synthesize information on the
performance of existing or under-development non-proprietary PCB systems, and (b) propose
recommendations for future research needs to improve the performance of PCBs. The
research approach included collecting relevant literature and current practices to determine the
current state of knowledge of PCB and associated components and systems, conducting a
survey to identify the most commonly used PCB systems and their desired/needed
improvements, outlining perceived advantages and disadvantages of each PCB system, and
propose recommendations for future research needs.
A few anchored PCB systems have been tested and evaluated according to the MASH
Test 3-11 specifications. All these systems are F-Shape concrete barrier profiles; however,
they differ with respect to segment length, segment connections, and anchoring systems. From
the MASH test results, the research team that all these systems had comparable vehicle postimpact stability, in terms of vehicle roll angle. Maximum dynamic deflections were contained
between 12 and 25 inches. A MASH Test 4-12 was conducted on a restrained Single Slope
PCB system on bridge deck with barrier segments with X-Bolt connections. The PCB system
successfully contained and redirected the impacted SUT. Maximum vehicle roll angle was 19
degrees and maximum dynamic deflection was 7 inches.
Also, most of the free-standing PCB systems evaluated per MASH Test 3-11 criteria
are F-Shape concrete barrier profiles. From MASH tests results, the research team found that
those systems which utilize Pin-and-Loop segment connections undergo larger dynamic and
permanent system displacement upon vehicular impact (59 inches or greater). System
deflections are limited to a certain extent when some type of stiffening mechanism is used to
connect the system segments, such as when beam stiffener options are added to the system.
The X-Bolt segment connections appear to considerably limit the system deflections under the
same impact conditions. That is the case of the 10-ft segment TxDOT Single Slope system
which was tested under the NCHRP Report 350 update impact conditions and underwent only
27 inches of both dynamic and permanent deflections. A MASH Test 4-12 was conducted on
a free-standing Single Slope PCB system with X-Bolt segment connections. The PCB system
successfully contained and redirected the impacted SUT. Maximum vehicle roll angle was 15
degrees. Maximum barrier deflections were 33 inches.
It is known that the impact performance of PCB is influenced by a number of
variables, which include barrier shape/profile, barrier height, segment length, joint rotation
slack, joint moment capacity, joint tensile strength, and barrier-roadway friction. In order to
identify the most commonly used PCB systems and perceive their needed improvements, a
survey of state DOTs was completed. A total of 39 survey results were received, with a total
of 52 collected PCB systems. Below is a summary of the survey results:
•
•
•

The F-Shape was found to be most commonly used PCB profile by state DOTs
followed by the New-Jersey shape.
The 10-ft segment length is the most utilized by the agencies, followed by the 12.5 ft
and the 20 ft.
The Pin-and-Loop connection resulted to be the most popular connection type. The
second most common connection method is JJ-Hooks.
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•
•
•

For a temporary application, the survey showed that the mostly utilized application is
free-standing, followed by staked and bolted anchored systems.
For a permanent application, the survey showed that the two most utilized applications
were free-standing and staked systems.
Among those submitted, a system comprised of anchored F-Shape profile barrier,
12.5-ft long segment, with Pin-and-Loop segment connections resulted to be the most
frequently used, followed by a free-standing version of the same PCB system.

The agencies were also asked to express their satisfaction/dissatisfaction with respect
to specific performances of the utilized PCB systems, and they were offered the opportunity
to provide recommendations/suggestions for future improvements. The agencies’ needs are
summarized below:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Barrier deflections.
o Deflections not greater than 5 ft (as small as 24 inches or less), while keeping a
barrier segment length no longer than 12.5 ft and possibly avoiding need for
anchoring the PCB, especially on bridge decks.
o Need for a narrower barrier footprint.
Barrier segment connections.
o Symmetry (no differences for mating between left and right side of the barrier
segments).
o Connection compatibility among different segment lengths.
o Fast-to-install segment connection type to limit required installation time and to
benefit worker safety.
Barrier removal.
o Easier/faster removal to limit required removal time and to limit crew exposure.
o Minimize damage to either the barrier or the bridge deck/asphalt.
Barrier inspection.
o Nationally accepted procedure to guide inspection and propose criteria for
retiring/rejecting a PCB system.
Barrier transportability.
o Lighter PCB system to allow for a higher number of segments to be transported
per single truck load.
Barrier durability.
o Understanding current durability to determine how to plan for maintaining these
assets, or to make recommendations for improvements.
Barrier anchorage.
o Pinned (at angle) anchorage is a more cost-effective option, since the pin can be
potentially re-used at another installation location.
o Previous studies suggest to maintain a 40-degree incline of the pins anchorage,
considering a higher inclination of pins would result in loss of lateral restraint.
o Bolted connection needs epoxy, which means it has more labor intense installation
requirements; it is highly suggested to only use this connection in concrete, since
epoxy is not recommended for connections in asphalt.
o Embedment is the least favorite due to the need for excavation and backfill.
Embedment might be acceptable only for a Single Slope barrier type, where
bottom coverage of the barrier would not influence barrier profile, while F-Shape
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or New Jersey barrier types would lose their toe geometry if embedded without
previous design modification.
Contractors and manufacturers were also contacted to seek information with respect to
perceived advantages/disadvantages of each considered PCB system and their components, in
terms of durability, construction and transportability, installation and removal, and
inspectability. The information collected from contractors/manufacturers is summarized
below:
•
•

•

•

Barrier profile.
o The Single Slope profile is much easier and less costly to form, given the constant
tapered profile forms that are needed when casting the barrier.
Barrier stackability.
o Single Slope segments can be taller (up to 42 inches), and can be developed for
median applications, rather than F-Shape and New Jersey profiles which are
commonly designed only for roadside applications. Therefore, Single Slope
profiles can be considerably heavier, requiring larger and stronger equipment to
move the barrier segments.
o A longer barrier segment length (specifically 20 or 30 ft) requires larger and
stronger equipment to stack barrier segments.
Barrier durability.
o F-Shape and New Jersey profile barriers can easily chip at the toe region.
o Durability issues might be more frequent for F-Shape systems with bolt and
channel connections among segments because chips at the toe region next to the
segment end might create difficulties to screw the bolts through the barrier and the
channel.
o Although a suggested improvement to support their durability would be to use
steel reinforced toes on the F-Shape and New Jersey profiles, this would also incur
in increased manufacturing costs for those profiles.
Barrier segment connections.
o JJ Hooks.
▪ No need for parts inventory.
▪ Component symmetry.
▪ Cheaper than other options.
▪ Very resistant.
▪ Rarely need maintenance or replacement.
▪ Easy to verify installation was properly conducted or whether maintenance is
needed.
▪ Higher durability than other connections.
o Pin-and-Loop.
▪ No connection symmetry.
▪ Pins could easily bend during impact, requiring pins to be cut for removal and
replacement.
o X-bolt.
▪ Provide symmetry, which allows more flexibility during installation.
▪ Require inventory and transport of bolts and nuts.
▪ Inspectability needs to be conducted on both sides.
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▪ Hard to verify the adequacy of the bolt torque.
▪ Thread can be damaged during transport.
o Connection plates.
▪ Need for special equipment to tight the connection.
▪ Extra cost for the connection plates.
▪ Need for inventory and transport of required bolts.
▪ Bolts are not readily available.
▪ Labor intensive to connect the barrier segments with connection plates, which
in turn limits worker safety.
▪ Inspectability needs to be conducted on both sides.
▪ Hard to verify the adequacy of the bolt torque.
▪ After vehicle hit, connection plates usually deform and require a cutting torch to
be cut, removed, and replaced with a new connection.
▪ Components can be easily lost, the thread can get damaged, channels can get
bent, and can also be stolen.
The majority of the agencies participating in the survey are interested in having
options for a MASH TL-4 PCB system available for use. The interested agencies also stated
they would implement an available MASH TL-4 PCB system for variety of purposes,
including bridge construction, bridge deck replacement, and “special situations.”
Although most of the responding agencies indicated implementation of an LP PCB
system in lower speed urban setting, interest was expressed in a MASH TL-3 LP system,
especially with anchored/pinned options.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A wide number of agencies took this opportunity to provide a variety of design and
implementation needs, if given the option to develop a new PCB system. Information
collected from interviews with manufacturers and contractors also was carefully reviewed to
identify constructability and practicability needs. Based on the information collected through
this research study, the research team identified opportunities for improvement through the
development of a new PCB system, which could be considered in a follow-up research and
testing study:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low-defection systems (up to 24 inches or less) (without need for anchoring, for
application at specific locations, such as bridge decks).
Lighter barrier design for transportability and implementation at specific locations
(including possibly use of metal rather than concrete barrier design).
Barrier length allowing implementation at tight horizontal curvatures (urban areas,
sharp curves, ramps, and/or mountainous locations).
Consideration for a TL-4 (or even TL-5) compliant system.
Design incorporating drainage features.
Opportunity for attachments on top of the newly developed PCB system (such as antigawk/rubberneck screen).
Non-proprietary crash cushion for barrier ends.

Although a few agencies are supporting certain types of research and testing studies
related to PCB systems (independently or through pooled fund programs), the main objectives
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of the funded studies are exploring anchoring options for specific applications and
investigating segment connection types to reduce system deflections during impacts.
In addition, there seems to be a need to determine service life of PCB systems through
a nationally accepted procedure to guide inspection and propose criteria for retiring/rejecting
a system. Understanding current durability of PCB systems would help to determine how to
plan for maintaining these assets, or to make recommendations for improvements.
From the conducted survey and interviews, it appears clear that agencies, manufacturers
and contractors have different expectations. While agencies are more focused on PCB
performance needs, contractors and manufacturers concentrate on PCB practicality and
constructability. A future research study should likely start with these premises to further
investigate a “new generation” of portable concrete barriers taking into account performance
and constructability needs, and possibly reach a compromise between these sides, frequently
not in agreement with each other.
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APPENDIX A. SURVEY TO STATE AGENCIES
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APPENDIX B. SURVEY TO PCB MANUFACTURERS AND
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